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Abstract
The field of medical image analysis continues to expand as magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI) technology advances through increases in field strength and the devel-
opment of new image acquisition and reconstruction methods. The advent of echo
planar imaging (EPI) has allowed volumetric data sets to be obtained in a few sec-
onds, making it possible to image dynamic physiological processes in the brain. In
order to extract meaningful information from functional and diffusion data, clinicians
and neuroscientists typically combine EPI data with high resolution structural im-
ages. Image registration is the process of determining the correct correspondence.
Registration of EPI and structural images is difficult due to distortions in EPI
data. These distortions are caused by magnetic field perturbations that arise from
changes in magnetic susceptibility throughout the object of interest. Distortion is
typically corrected by acquiring an additional scan called a fieldmap. A fieldmap
provides a direct measure of the magnetic perturbations, allowing distortions to be
easily computed and corrected. Fieldmaps, however, require additional scan time,
may not be reliable in the presence of significant motion or respiration effects, and
are often omitted from clinical protocols.
In this thesis, we develop a novel method for correcting distortions in EPI data
and registering the EPI to structural MRI. A synthetic fieldmap is computed from
a tissue/air segmentation of a structural image using a perturbation method and
subsequently used to unwarp the EPI data. Shim and other missing parameters
are estimated by registration. We obtain results that are similar to those obtained
using fieldmnaps, however, neither fieldmaps nor knowledge of shim coefficients is re-
quired. In addition, we describe a method for atlas-based segmentation of structural
images for calculation of synthetic fieldmaps. CT data sets are used to construct a
probabilistic atlas of the head and corresponding MRI is used to train a classifier
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that segments soft tissue, air, and bone. Synthetic fieldmap results agree well with
acquired fieldmaps: 90% of voxel shifts show subvoxel disagreement with those com-
puted from acquired fieldmaps. In addition, synthetic fieldmaps show statistically
significant improvement following inclusion of the atlas.
In the second part of this thesis, we focus on the inverse problem of recon-
structing quantitative magnetic susceptibility maps from acquired fieldmaps. Iron
deposits change the susceptibility of tissue, resulting in magnetic perturbations that
are detectable with high resolution fieldmaps. Excessive iron deposition in specific re-
gions of the brain is associated with neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer's
and Parkinson's disease. In addition, iron is known to accumulate at varying rates
throughout the brain in normal aging. Developing a non-invasive method to calculate
iron concentration may provide insight into the role of iron in the pathophysiology of
neurodegenerative disease. Calculating susceptibility maps from measured fieldmaps
is difficult, however, since iron-related field inhomogeneity may be obscured by larger
field perturbations, or 'biasfields', arising from adjacent tissue/air boundaries. In
addition, the inverse problem is ill-posed, and fieldmap measurements are only valid
in limited anatomical regions.
In this dissertation, we develop a novel atlas-based susceptibility mapping (ASM)
technique that requires only a single fieldmap acquisition and successfully inverts a
spatial formulation of the forward field model. We derive an inhomogeneous wave
equation that relates the Laplacian of the observed field to the D'Alembertian of sus-
ceptibility, and eliminates confounding biasfields. The tissue/air atlas we constructed
for susceptibility-based distortion correction is applied to resolve ambiquity in the
forward model arising from the ill-posed inversion. We include fourier-based mod-
eling of external susceptibility sources and the associated biasfield in a variational
approach, allowing for simultaneous susceptibility estimation and biasfield elimina-
tion. Results show qualitative improvement over two methods commonly used to
infer underlying susceptibility values and quantitative susceptibility estimates show
stronger correlation with postmortem iron concentrations than competing methods.
Thesis Supervisor: William Wells III
Title: Associate Professor of Radiology, Harvard Medical School and Affiliated Fac-
ulty of the Harvard-MIT Division of Health Sciences and Technology
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1-3 Fieldmnap-based Distortion Correction. A structural MRI (a) and dis-
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1-4 Susceptibility Imaging Methods. SWI and FDRI results from the same
subject are shown in (a) and (b) respectively. The high-pass filtered
phase image from SWI provides strong image contrast throughout the
brain, while iron-rich regions adjacent to the ventricles are clearly vis-
ible in the FDRI. FDRI has been shown to correlate well with post-
mortem iron concentrations, but both methods provide measurements
that are only indirectly related to susceptibility values [91]. Results
from QSM-MAA for a different subject are shown in (c) with several
regions of interest labeled in white (reprinted, with permission, from
[98]). This approach provides both adequate image contrast and quan-
titative susceptibility estimates, but requires multiple acquisitions with
the head positioned at different orientations in the scanner. . . . . . 31
2-1 CT and Structural MRI. Axial cross-sections of a Ti-weighted struc-
tural image (a) and CT (b) of a patient at Brigham and Women's
Hospital have substantially different intensity properties. The MRI
shows excellent contrast within the soft tissue of the brain, while the
CT shows strong contrast between bone and soft tissue. . . . . . . . . 36
2-2 Precession of the Magnetic Moment. In the presence of a static ex-
ternal field, a proton with magnetic moment, jf, will precess about
the direction of the main field, Ba, accumulating phase do during a
differential time, dt (reprinted, with permission, from [45]). . . . . . . 39
2-3 RF Excitation. The effect of an on-resonance RF pulse on a magnetic
moment in the rotating frame is shown in (a) and its corresponding
motion in the laboratory frame is shown in (b). The effect of an off-
resonance RF field on the magnetic moment in the rotating frame is
shown in (c) and its motion in the laboratory frame is shown in (d)
(reprinted, with permission, from [45]) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
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2-4 Spatial Modulation of the Transverse Magnetization along gradient
axis u. Application of a linear gradient along u modulates the phase of
the transverse magnetization as a function of position along u resulting
in a right-handed transverse magnetization helix, ei(kuu+O), as shown in
(a) or a left-handed helix, ei(-kuu+o) , as shown in (b). The phase offset,
0 = 0, in both (a) and (b) (reprinted, with permission, from [103]). . . 47
2-5 The Effect of Susceptibility Field Gradients on a Gradient Echo EPI
k-space Trajectory . The RF excitation, signal, and gradient history
for an EPI with no local susceptibility gradients is shown in (a). The
corresponding values of ky(t) and the scan trajectory in 2-Dimensional
k-space are shown in (b) and (c) respectively. The effects of suscepti-
bility field gradients that are anti-parallel and parallel to the blipped
phase encode gradient are shown in (d-f) and (g-i) respectively. The
open circles in the plot of k,(t) plot show the desired evolution of k,(t)
while the solid circles show its actual value due to the susceptibility
effects. The result is a compression or expansion of k-space leading
to subsequent distortion of the image after taking the inverse fourier
transform (reprinted, with permission, from [25]). . . . . . . . . . . . 53
3-1 Unwarping using an Estimated Fieldmap Without Shim. Applying the
initial estimate of the fieldmap from the forward field model without
an estimate of the shims and other fields from anatomy outside the
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3-2 Fieldmap-Free Registration and Distortion Correction Algorithm. The
susceptibility map obtained from segmenting the structural MR,, X, is
used as input to the forward field model to obtain an initial estimate
of the synthetic fieldmap. The shim coefficients are combined with the
first and second order spherical harmonic basis functions to compute
an estimate of the shim field that is then added to the initial fieldmap.
The fieldmap (with shim) is used to warp the registered structural
MR and the warped structural image is registered to the observed
warped EPI data. This is repeated until optimal agreement between
the warped EPI and warped structural image is obtained. Agreement is
quantified using correlation ratio as the cost function and the matlab
fminsearch algorithm is used to search over shim coefficients. The
optimal transformation, T*, can be applied to the final estimate of
the synthetic fieldmap to register it to the warped EPI. The registered
fieldmap is then used to correct the distortion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77
3-3 Fieldmap-based Unwarping and Registration. Registration of distorted
EPI (a) to structural MR (b) using a 12 DOF affine transformation re-
sults in significant disagreement (c,d). Registration of the EPI follow-
ing correction with an acquired fieldmap produces much better results
(e,f). An edge strength image of the structural MR (red) is overlaid
on the registered EPI (c-f) for visualization. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
3-4 Results of the Classifier. The CT (a,e) is thresholded to produce a
tissue/air susceptibility map (b,f) and the T1 (c,g) is segmented using
the MR. classifier to produce an estimated susceptibility map (d,h).
Comparison of the MR-based and CT-based results shows good overall
agreement, even in sinus regions where air/bone segmentation is difficult. 80
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3-5 Results of the Classifier for Additional Subjects. The T1 structural
images from three additional subjects show little signal from bone in
the sinus region (a-c). The corresponding tissue/air segmentations are
shown in (d-f). The MR classifier recovers tissue voxels in central
regions of the sinuses that are likely to be bone (CT for these subjects
was not available for validation) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81
3-6 Results of the Initial Fieldmap Estimation. The fieldmap computed
from the segmented CT (a, c-top) and the fieldmap computed from the
segmented MR(b, c-bottom) show excellent agreement. The absolute
difference in the fieldmaps from both segmentations is given in units
of voxel shift in row 1 of the table and in Hz in row 2. P90 is the 90th
percentile, etc. Results of Koch et al. [67) are given in Hz in row 3.
The scale of the fieldmaps is ±200 Hz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83
3-7 Synthetic Fieldmap Results from the Fieldmap-Free Algorithm. The
acquired fieldmap (a,c-top) and the synthetic fieldmap estimated from
the Fieldmap-Free registration algorithm (b,c-bottom) show good over-
all agreement. The scale of the fieldmaps is ±200 Hz. . . . . . . . . . 83
3-8 Registration Results. An edge strength image of the structural MR is
overlaid on the registered EPI (a-d). Unwarping and registration with
the acquired fieldmap is shown in (a,c). Unwarping and registration
using the final synthetic fieldmap (b,d) results in excellent agreement
between the EPI and structural MR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84
3-9 Results of the Distortion Correction on Additional Subjects. Reg-
istration of EPI data to structural MR, (edge strength image shown
in red) for 2 additional subjects without distortion correction shows
poor agreement (a-b). Registration following correction with acquired
fieldmaps shows good agreement (c-d). Registration results following
correction with the FF method shows agreement that is comparable to
those obtained with the measured fieldmaps (e-f). . . . . . . . . . . . 85
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3-10 DWI Data from a single subject in the DTI distortion correction study.
Diffusion weighted images of a single subject with R/L phase encoding
(a,b) and A/P phase encoding (c,d). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
3-11 Distortion Correction Results: Standard Deviation Maps of the Frac-
tional Anisotropy (FA). The standard deviation of the FA for each
subject was computed across the four distortion conditions with no
correction applied (b), with correction using the acquired fieldmap (c)
and correction using the FF method (d) (Display range: black = 0,
white = 0.3). The mean FA image is shown in (a) for anatomical
reference (Display range: 0, 0.95). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90
3-12 Distortion Correction Results: Standard Deviation Maps of the Trace
(TR). The standard deviation of the TR for each subject was computed
across the four distortion conditions with no correction applied (b),
with correction using the acquired fieldmap (c) and correction using
the FF method (d) (Display range: black = 0 mm2 /s, white = 2.0 *
10- 3mm 2/s). The mean TR image is shown in (a) for anatomical
reference (Display range: 0, 5.0 * 10 3 mm 2 /s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90
3-13 Registration Results for an Axial and Sagittal Slice of a Representative
subject. Registration of DWIs following BO and eddy current distortion
correction using the FF method (d,h) agree well with those obtained
by the eddy plus Bo fieldmap method (c,g) and show improvement
over the DWI corrected for BO but not eddy distortion (b,f) An edge-
strength image of the T1W data is shown in red for visualization of
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4-1 Results of the Atlas Construction. Sagittal views of the tissue/air atlas
(including both soft tissue and bone) is shown in (a) and the atlas
showing the probability of bone is shown in (b). The corresponding
axial views are shown in (c) and (d), respectively. The probability maps
account well for variability across subjects in the brain and upper head
region. In the more inferior regions of the head and neck, only a single
observation from the Zubal CT was available. The intensity scale is
[0 ,1] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 8
4-2 Results of the Segmentation. The Ti-weighted MR for a representative
subject is shown in (a). The tissue probability map computed using
the intensity classifier (b) shows misclassification of voxels outside the
sinus region where intensities are low in MR. Using the atlas-based
classifier significantly reduces these errors while adequately resolving
much of the subject-specific sinus anatomy (c). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
4-3 Results of the Fieldmap Estimation. Predicted and acquired fieldmaps
for subjects 1-5 are shown in rows 1-5 respectively. Fieldmaps predicted
using the intensity classifier (column 1) show significant differences
relative to the acquired fieldmaps (column 3), while those computed
from the atlas-based segmentation show improved agreement (column
2). The scale of the fieldniaps is t100 Hz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
4-4 Quantitative Results of the Fieldmap Estimation. The absolute differ-
ence between the acquired fieldmaps and the atlas-based fieldmaps are
given for each subject in the table above. 90% of voxels show differ-
ences that are less than 22.3 Hz, the bandwidth/pixel for the FBIRN
EPI data. Results reported by Koch et al. [8] for a single subject are
shown, as well as mean statistics across all five subjects for both the
intensity classifier and atlas-based classifier. The atlas-based classifier
performs better than the Koch and intensity-based methods and the
improvement over the intensity method is statistically significant (all
p-values < 0.05 for left-sided paired t-test). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
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4-5 Results of the Bone Segmentation. Segmentation of bone using the
intensity classifier (b) results in significant errors when compared with
CT (a), while the atlas-based classifier (c) shows good overall agreement 103
5-1 Phantom Experiments: Results of the Biasfield Removal and Suscep-
tibility Estimation. Axial cross-sections of the magnitude data for the
rectangular and cylindrical phantoms and a sagittal cross-section of
the cylindrical phantom is shown in (a). The corresponding fieldmnaps,
which show substantial biasfields are shown in (b). Application of the
Laplacian removes these external field artifacts (c). The final estimated
susceptibility maps are shown in (d). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112
5-2 ASM Results for a representative young subject. The first row shows
the Ti-weighted structural image (a) including the PT (red), GP (blue),
and TH (green), and the fieldmap (b), which shows substantial inhomo-
geneity. Row 2 shows the susceptibility atlas (c), in which voxels take
continuous values between [0,11 corresponding to susceptibility values
between Xair and xtisse. Taking the Laplacian of the fieldmap suc-
cessfully eliminates biasfields (d). Estimates of external susceptibility
sources are shown in (e). The estimated susceptibility map (f) shares
similar high frequency structure with the Laplacian of the observed
field while low frequency structure is preserved by enforcing agreement
with the atlas-based prior and observed field. The intensity scale of
the estimated susceptibility map is [-9.055, -9.04] ppm. . . . . . . . 114
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5-3 Comparison of ASM to FDRI and SWI. TI structural image (a), FDRI
(b), SWI (c) and ASM (d) results are shown for a young subject. The
FDRI shows strong constrast between ROIs and adjacent tissue, but
less high frequency structure than the SWI. The SWI retains high
frequency phase effects, but indiscriminately removes low order fields
from both internal and external sources, resulting in artifactual low
frequency structure. ASM accurately preserves the high frequency
structure seen in SWI while showing improved estimation of low or-
der susceptibility distributions. The intensity scale of the estimated
susceptibility map is [-9.055, -9.04] ppm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115
5-4 ASM Results in Elderly Subjects. ASM results for two elderly sub-
jects are shown above in (b) and (d). The corresponding magnitude
images are shown in (a) and (c). The intensity scale of the estimated
susceptibility maps is [-9.055, -9.04] ppm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116
5-5 Quantitative ASM Results for Elderly Subjects. The MeaniSD iron
concentration (mg/100g fresh weight) in each ROI determined from
postmortem analysis [3] is plotted on the x-axis. The y-axes show the
MeaniSD FDRI (s- 1 /Tesla) in (a), MeaniSD SWI (radians) in (b),
and MeantSD ASM relative susceptibility (ppm) in (c). Mean suscep-
tibility values from ASM show a high correlation with the postmortem
data, which agrees well with FDRI results and shows improvement over
SWI values previously reported for the same data [91]. . . . . . . . . 117
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Medical Image Analysis
The field of medical image analysis continues to expand as new imaging modalities,
acquisition, and reconstruction methods are developed. Advances in medical image
processing are providing neuroscientists and clinicians with powerful tools to investi-
gate neurobiological function in both health and disease. Medical imaging technolo-
gies such as positron emission technology (PET), electroencephalography (EEG), or
magnetoencephalography (MEG) provide primarily functional information about the
brain, while modalities such as computed tomography (CT) and x-ray provide images
of anatomical structure. In contrast, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is unique in
its versatility, providing structural or functional information depending on the pulse
sequence that is used.
In order to extract meaningful information from neuroimaging data, clinicians and
neuroscientists typically combine low resolution functional data with high resolution
structural images. Image registration algorithms provide a means for obtaining the
correct correspondence between data sets. Registration is necessary for comparing
information from multiple modalities or time points for the same subject, and for eval-
uating differences across subjects. Registration is a problem of critical importance
in medical imaging, since registration errors may reduce the accuracy of any subse-
quent analysis. Since different imaging methods produce data that vary in intensity
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properties, artifacts and sensitivity to underlying physical properties, the challenges
of a particular registration problem depend primarily on the type of images involved
(ie. structural MRI and CT). Once accurate registration results are obtained, further
analysis such as segmentation of specific brain regions, voxel-based morphometry,
calculation of cortical thickness, estimation of diffusion tensors, or quantitative sus-
ceptibility mapping (QSM) can be performed.
1.2 Thesis Overview
The focus of this thesis is on modeling the relationship between magnetic suscep-
tibility and the observed magnetic field. Specifically, we aim to solve two closely
related problems: the correction of susceptibility-based distortion in echo planar im-
ages (EPI), and the reconstruction of quantitative susceptibility maps of the brain.
Correcting susceptibility-based distortion in EPI is necessary for obtaining accurate
registration of functional and structural neuroimaging data. Quantifying suscepti-
bility differences in specific brain regions arising from iron deposition may provide
valuable insight into normal aging and neurodegenerative disease.
1.2.1 Susceptibility-based Distortion Correction of EPI Data
In the first part of this thesis we investigate the problem of registering EPI data to
structural MRI. EPI is a widely used pulse sequence for obtaining functional MRI
(fMRI) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data [82]. Its high temporal resolution
allows an entire volume to be acquired in a few seconds, making it possible to image
dynamic physiological processes in the brain. Acquiring EPI data over multiple time
points in fMRI experiments allows the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) effect
to be measured, which is correlated with underlying neuronal activity [88]. Similarly,
acquiring EPI data with multiple directions of diffusion weighting allows DTI data to
be reconstructed, providing information about the underlying tissue microstructure.
Accurate registration of EPI and structural MRI is critical in FMRI and DTI studies,
but difficult to achieve due to magnetic susceptibility differences that cause distortions
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Figure 1-1: Field perturbations caused by susceptibility boundaries. An air-filled
ping-pong ball immersed in water creates perturbations in the magnetic field that
extend out from the air/water interface as shown by the fieldmap in (a) [115]. Similar
field perturbations are found near the air-filled sinuses in the human head as shown
in the sagittal (top) and axial (bottom) views of the fieldmap in (b).
in EPI data.
Magnetic Susceptibility
EPI distortions are caused by magnetic field perturbations that arise from changes
in magnetic susceptibility throughout the object of interest. Magnetic susceptibil-
ity, x, is a physical property that describes the extent to which a material becomes
magnetized when placed in an external magnetic field. In biological samples there is
an important susceptibility difference between tissue and air. Soft tissue and bone
are diamagnetic with susceptibilities of approximately Xtisaue = -9.1 x 10-6 and
Xbone = -11.4 x 106 , while air is paramagnetic, Xai, = 0.4 x 10-6 [62, 50]. Mag-
netic susceptibility is a unitless quantity that is often expressed in parts per million
(ie. -9.1 ppm). When a diamagnetic sample is placed in the MRi scanner, it will
generate a local magnetic field that opposes the direction of the external field. A
paramagnetic material will augment the applied field by generating a local magnetic
field that is parallel to it. As a result, substantial perturbations in the field arise at
boundaries between materials with large susceptibility differences such as tissue/air
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(a) (b)
(a) (b)
Figure 1-2: Field perturbations result in EPI distortion. Tissue/air interfaces around
the sinuses produce field perturbations that extend into the inferior frontal and tem-
poral lobes of the brain as shown in the circled area of the fieldmap (a). The field
inhomogeneity produces distortion in EPI data that is primarily constrained to be
along the phase-encode axis. This is shown by the anterior/posterior deformation of
the EPI data in (b).
interfaces. Fig. 1-la shows an image of the magnetic field (or 'fieldmap') obtained
after an air-filled ping-pong ball is placed in water. Large perturbations in the field
can be seen near the water/air boundary. Similarly, the human head contains tis-
sue/air boundaries near the auditory canals and the sphenoid, ethmoid, and frontal
sinuses. This results in large perturbations in the field that extend into the frontal
and temporal lobes of brain as shown in Fig. 1-1b.
Distortion in Echo Planar Images
In MRI experiments, perturbations in the local magnetic field can in principle be
computed from the phase of the MR signal. In a dual gradient echo sequence, the
field inhomogeneity is proportional to the difference in the MR phase divided by the
difference in echo times of the two gradient echo acquisitions [63]. Due to the design of
EPI sequences, magnetic field inhomogeneities result in signal loss and geometric dis-
tortion of the reconstructed images [63, 53, 118, 18]. The distortion at each location is
proportional to the field inhomogeneity at that position and is typically constrained to
be a 'pixel shift' along the phase-encode direction. For example, field perturbations
in the inferior frontal lobe of the brain (Fig. 1-2a) produce distortion in the ante-
rior/posterior direction of EPI data (Fig. 1-2b). Previous studies have shown that
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Figure 1-3: Fieldmap-based Distortion Correction. A structural MR.I (a) and dis-
torted EPI (b) show substantial differences in shape especially in the anterior region
of the brain. Correcting the distortion using an acquired fieldmap results in the EPI
shown in (c) and allows accurate registration of the corrected EPI to structural MRI.
correcting geometric distortion in EPI data increases the accuracy of co-registration
to structural MR [30, 53). Accurate registration is necessary for precise anatomical
localization of functional activation computed from EPI data. This is especially im-
portant in single-subject studies (ie. pre-surgical evaluation) [53]. Therefore, field
inhomogeneity and distortion is a significant problem in functional neuroimaging.
Fieldmap-based Distortion Correction
EPI distortion is typically corrected by acquiring an additional scan called a fieldmap.
A fieldmap provides a direct measure of the field inhomogeneity, allowing distortions
to be directly computed from the image and applied to correct the EPI [63]. Examples
of a Ti-weighted structural MRI, distorted EPI, and EPI following correction with a
measured fieldmap are shown in Fig. 1-3. Unlike the distorted EPI, the shape of the
corrected EPI closely resembles that of the structural image; the effect of unwarping
is most evident in the anterior region of the brain. After correction, the EPI can be
registered to the structural image or other medical imaging data sets.
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1.2.2 Atlas-based Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping
Recently, there has been increasing evidence that iron accumulation in specific re-
gions of the brain is implicated in neurodegenerative disorders such as Parkinson's,
Alzheimer's, and Multiple Sclerosis [125, 85, 72, 75, 57, 90]. Iron is involved in many
metabolic and cellular functions throughout the body, but the transport of iron into
the brain, the regulation of iron homeostasis, and its role in the pathophysiology of
neurodegenerative disease remains unknown. Iron enters the blood stream by ab-
sorption from the gastrointestinal tract and is transported across the blood-brain
barrier (BBB) by a mechanism that is still poorly understood [20]. Within the brain,
the concentration of iron varies substantially between brain regions and throughout
the lifespan [3, 5]. Regions of the brain that are associated with motor functions
(extrapyramidal regions) tend to have more iron than non-motor regions, suggesting
iron imbalance may be linked to movement disorders [70]. Iron is involved in myelin
synthesis [20] and the normal function of neuronal tissue. For example, it serves as
a cofactor for essential proteins such as the enzyme tyrosine hydroxylase, which is
required for dopamine synthesis. Elevated amounts of iron in the brain is hypoth-
esized to cause oxidative-stress induced neurodegeneration [125]. While increasing
iron concentration in neurodegenerative disease and normal aging was first described
in histopathological studies (a review of these early studies can be found in [70]),
non-invasive imaging methods such as MR and ultrasound are now being applied to
study iron distribution in-vivo [4, 6, 5, 46, 44, 123, 91, 98, 11, 124].
Since iron is ferromagnetic, iron deposits cause small changes in the magnetic
susceptibility of tissue that measurably affect the local field and corresponding phase
of the MR signal. These field pertubations can be modeled as the convolution of a
dipole-like kernel with the spatial susceptibility distribution. In the fourier domain,
the kernel exhibits zeros along a conical surface, which prevents direct inversion of
the fieldmap (by complex division) and makes the problem ill-posed. In addition, the
field can only be measured in regions where the MR signal is valid (ie. soft tissue).
The result is a challenging ill-posed inverse problem [79]. Furthermore, it is critical
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to note that susceptibility differences between normal brain tissue (which is assumed
to have approximately the same susceptibility as water) and iron-rich tissue is more
than an order of magnitude less than the susceptibility difference between tissue and
air (Xtissue - Xai, ~ -9.5 ppm). As a result, field perturbations due to tissue/air
interfaces create a background field that obscures the subtle iron-related effects of
interest. This background field is often referred to simply as Bo inhomogeneity [51,
35], but we will refer to it as the 'biasfield' in analogy to the biasfield observed in
MR intensity data as a result of BI inhomogeneity [120]. Non-local field effects
from the neck and torso, imperfect shimming meant to improve field homogeneity,
and changes in respiration also contribute to the biasfield and corrupt the phase
effects of interest. Thus, eliminating biasfields is critical for accurate susceptibility
estimation. Susceptibility values can be inferred from MRI data using methods that
compute parameters closely related to underlying susceptibility values, or they can
be estimated directly using quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) techniques.
Susceptibility Mapping: Initial Techniques
Early approaches to susceptibility mapping allowed susceptibility differences to be in-
ferred from closely related parameters such as relaxation rates or phase. For example,
in susceptibility-weighted imaging (SWI), developed by Haacke et al., the observed
phase is high-pass filtered to remove biasfields as shown in Fig. 1-4a. The filtered
phase and magnitude data are then combined to produce a composite image which
enhances the susceptibility-related phase constrast [47, 46].
A second important susceptibility-related technique is the field-dependent trans-
verse relaxation rate increase (FDRI) [4]. FDRI has a high specificity for ferritin,
which is responsible for storing the largest fraction of iron in the brain that is not found
in hemoglobin or iron-containing enzymes (non-haem iron)[3]. The ferritin complex
consist of a multi-subunit protein shell (apoferritin) surrounding a crystalline core of
hydrous ferric oxide that may be niade up of as many as 4500 ferric iron atoms [105].
Ferritin has been shown to exert a strong magnetic effect that results in marked T2
shortening in-vitro [69, 68, 89] and in-vivo [106, 19]. In FDRI, maps of the transverse
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relaxation rate (R2 = 1/T2) are computed from spin-echo EPI acquisitions obtained
at two different field strengths (ie. 1.5 and 3 Tesla). The difference in R2 divided
by the difference in field strength gives the FDRI (Fig. 1-4b). In-vivo and in-vitro
experiments have demonstrated that FDRI is a specific quantitative measure of tissue
ferritin content [4].
Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping
Recently several methods have been developed to directly solve the inverse prob-
lem and provide quantitative estimates of magnetic susceptibility from measured
fieldmaps [31, 79, 98]. These methods invert a fourier model relating susceptibil-
ity to magnetic field that was described by Marques and Bowtell [84]. Biasfields are
removed using preprocessing strategies that have shown promising results [78, 97, 98],
but may prevent subsequent QSM algorithms from recovering from imperfections in
background field estimation. These methods address the ill-posed nature of the inverse
problem by employing regularization strategies [31] or obtaining multiple acquisitions,
in which the subject is required to repeatedly rotate the head through different angles
[79, 98]. An example of a QSM multi-angle acquisition result (QSM-MAA) is shown
in Fig. 1-4c.
1.3 Problem Statement and Contributions
This dissertation focuses on two related problems: the correction of distortion in
echo planar MRI and the quantification of magnetic susceptibility in the brain. EPI
distortion is typically corrected using fieldmap-based methods. Although these tech-
niques offer a post-processing correction strategy that is fast and easy to implement,
fieldmaps require additional scan time, may not be reliable in the presence of sig-
nificant motion or respiration effects, and are often omitted from clinical protocols.
In this work, we develop a susceptibility-based distortion correction algorithm. An
atlas-based classifier is constructed from CT data and used to obtain tissue/air sus-
ceptibility models from structural MRI. These are used as input to a forward model
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Figure 1-4: Susceptibility Imaging Methods. SWI and FDRI results from the same
subject are shown in (a) and (b) respectively. The high-pass filtered phase image from
SWI provides strong image contrast throughout the brain, while iron-rich regions
adjacent to the ventricles are clearly visible in the FDRI. FDRI has been shown
to correlate well with postmortem iron concentrations, but both methods provide
measurements that are only indirectly related to susceptibility values [91]. Results
from QSM-MAA for a different subject are shown in (c) with several regions of interest
labeled in white (reprinted, with permission, from [98]). This approach provides
both adequate image contrast and quantitative susceptibility estimates, but requires
multiple acquisitions with the head positioned at different orientations in the scanner.
derived in image space from Maxwell's equations [59]; the output is an initial estimate
of the perturbing field. A novel registration algorithm for estimating unknown shim
parameters is used to compute a final synthetic fieldmap, which is then applied to
unwarp the EPI data. We obtain results that agree well with acquired fieldmaps,
providing a method suitable for retrospective registration and distortion correction
of EPI data.
Postmortem studies and the development of imaging techniques such as SWI,
FDRI, and QSM-MAA have provided increasing evidence of iron accumulation in spe-
cific brain regions in neurodegenerative disease and normal aging. While SWI allows
excellent visualization of veins, microhemorraghes, and other structures exhibiting
local susceptibility differences, it does not provide truly quantitative susceptibility
estimates. In addition, mean SWI values in iron-rich regions of interest in the brain
have been shown to correlate poorly with postmortem iron estimates [91]. In con-
trast, FDRI correlates well with postmortem iron concentrations in both young and
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elderly subjects [91]. FDRI requires images to be collected on two separate scanners,
however, making it impractical for most studies. QSM-MAA results have showed
strong correlation between estimated susceptibility values and postmortem iron con-
centration in a subset of brain regions, but require multiple image acquisitions with
the head positioned at various orientations in the scanner.
In this thesis we develop a novel atlas-based susceptibility mapping (ASM) tech-
nique that requires only a single acquisition and successfully inverts the forward model
relating magnetic susceptibility to the observed field. By taking the Laplacian of the
observed field, we eliminate low frequency biasfields, and obtain a wave equation re-
lating the Laplacian of the field to the D'Alembertian of susceptibility. A tissue/air
atlas is used to resolve ambiquity in the forward model arising from the ill-posed in-
version. We include fourier-based modeling of external susceptibility sources and the
associated biasfield in a variational approach, allowing for simultaneous susceptibility
estimation and biasfield elimination. Quantitative susceptibility maps are computed
by solving the optimization problem using standard conjugate gradient techniques.
Mean susceptibility values in multiple brain regions including the thalamus (TH),
caudate (CD), putamen (PT), and globus pallidus (GP) are computed and compared
to those from other methods. Results show substantial improvement over those ob-
tained with SWI and agree well with those obtained from FDRI and QSM-MAA.
Furthermore, they show excellent correlation with postmortem iron measurements.
In conclusion, our primary contributions to the field of medical image analysis
include:
" An atlas-based classifier for obtaining tissue/air/bone susceptibility models
from Ti-weighted structural MRI;
* A novel registration algorithm for estimating synthetic fieldmaps from tissue/air
susceptibility models and correcting distortion in EPI data;
* Derivation of a wave equation relating the D'Alembertion of susceptibility to
the Laplacian of the observed field, which eliminates low frequency biasfields
due to external sources;
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* A variational atlas-based susceptibility mapping (ASM) technique, which uses
a tissue/air atlas to resolve ambiguity in a spatial formulation of the for-
ward model and incorporates fourier-based modeling of external susceptibility
sources, producing results that correlate strongly with postmortem iron inea-
surements.
1.4 Thesis outline
The organization of this dissertation is as follows: Chapter 2 provides a concise review
of the MR. physics relating magnetic susceptibility to the magnetic field, the phase of
the MR signal, and EPI distortion. Existing methods for correcting distortion and
calculating synthetic fieldmaps are reviewed; the challenges and current approaches to
solving the inverse problem are discussed. In Chapter 3 we describe our susceptibility-
based distortion correction algorithm, which allows estimation of synthetic fieldmnaps
for unwarping and registration of EPI data to structural MR. We present results from
correction of both FMRI and DTI data. In Chapter 4, we construct an atlas-based
classifier for segmentation of tissue/air/bone susceptibility models from structural
MRI and quantify the corresponding improvement in synthetic fieldmap estimates. In
Chapter 5, we develop an atlas-based method for quantitative susceptibility mapping,
that relates the Laplacian of the observed field to the D'Alembertion of susceptibil-
ity. We then revise the model to incorporate the strengths of fourier-based inversion
for estimation of external susceptibility sources. Results are validated against post-
mortem iron concentrations and other methods commonly used to infer underlying
susceptibility values. In Chapter 6, we summarize the contributions of this thesis,
and discuss interesting future directions for this work, including the estimation of
quantitative susceptibility time-series from perfusion studies.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
In this chapter we provide a concise description of the magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) experiment under ideal conditions, showing how applied magnetic fields in-
teract with hydrogen nuclei to generate high resolution images that reveal detailed
anatomical structure. We consider the effect of each external field in turn and review
how a classical description of MRI physics can be used to explain three key facts
of the MRI experiment. We then consider how magnetic susceptibility differences
cause magnetic field perturbations, which lead to distortion in echo planar images
(EPI). We discuss existing methods to correct these distortions, including the ac-
quisition of magnetic field maps and the calculation of synthetic ones. Two of these
synthetic field models are discussed in detail. Finally, we describe the inverse problem
of computing susceptibility distributions from the measured field and review existing
methods for quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM). We begin by presenting a
brief comparison of MR to the widely known technology of computed tomography
(CT).
2.1 MRI: Comparison to CT
CT became clinically available in the early 1970s and was the first imaging method
made possible by modern computing [22]. As a tomographic imaging method, CT
provides an image ('graph') of a slice ('tomo') of anatomy, excluding any structures
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(a) (b)
Figure 2-1: CT and Structural MRI. Axial cross-sections of a Ti-weighted structural
image (a) and CT (b) of a patient at Brigham and Women's Hospital have substan-
tially different intensity properties. The MRI shows excellent contrast within the soft
tissue of the brain, while the CT shows strong contrast between bone and soft tissue.
above or below the slice of interest. CT advanced the practice of medicine by reducing
the need for exploratory surgery. Modern CT scanners can easily acquire 5 mm thick
slices along a 30cm length of the patient in 10 seconds, providing a rapid way of
identifying a wide range of pathologies [22]. While CT is essentially a two dimensional
technology, MRI is inherently three dimensional. One has the choice of collecting data
and using three dimensional reconstruction techniques or aquiring data from a series
of two dimensional slices [491. In either case, images are viewed as a set of tomographic
slices, but image acquisition occurs on a time-scale of minutes (often tens of minutes
for a typical scan). In addition, MRI and CT differ in the form of energy used
for image acquisition, the physical properties that produce image constrast, and the
resolutions that are typically achieved in clinical settings.
The physical machinery of CT consists of rotating mechanical gantries that pro-
duce images based on the absorption of X-ray photons, while MRI consists of a
stationary system that acquires images through the use of rapidly varying magnetic
fields that interact with loosely bound hydrogen nuclei [49]. In contrast to CT, MRI
uses only non-ionizing radiation that can be applied with great versatility. The 'input
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signals' used in CT are X-ray pulses of uniform strength that vary in direction and the
'output signals' are attenuated X-rays, which result in spatially encoded information.
In MRI, the input signals are magnetic fields that can vary in strength, duration,
frequency, and direction, while the output signals are time-varying magnetic fields
that contain temporally encoded information about the object [49].
In CT, a single spatially varying physical property, p(x, y, z), the X-ray attenua-
tion coefficient is being imaged. In MRI, three spatially varying physical properties,
Mo(x, y z), T1(x, y, z), and T2(x, y, z), are being imaged. Mo(x, y, z) is related to the
distribution of mobile hydrogen nuclei (or those in the liquid state) and provides the
'shape' of the image, similar to p(x, y, z). T1(x, y, z) and T2 (x, y, z) are 'relaxation
times' that are a function of local properties of the object and provide image con-
trast [49]. An example of a CT and MRI from a patient scanned at Brigham and
Women's Hospital shows substantial differences in image contrast (Fig. 2-1). The
highest spatial resolutions of CT and MRI that can usually be achieved in clinical
settings are 0.4 mm and 1.0 mm respectively, although MRI resolution can improve
at higher magnetic field strength [22]. The versatility of MRI, its relative safety due
to non-ionizing radiation, excellent contrast and high resolution make it an invaluable
tool for both clinical diagnosis and scientific investigation.
2.2 Basic Components of the MRI system
MRI systems have five basic components that control the imaging process, allowing
the exchange of energy between magnetic fields and the sample's hydrogen nuclei to
be precisely controlled. These are:
1. A magnet, which provides a strong (ie. 3 Tesla), uniform, static magnetic field,
Bo.
2. A RF transmitter, which delivers a time-varying radiofrequency (RF) magnetic
field, $ 1(t), to the sample.
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3. A gradient system, which produces time-varying magnetic fields, O(t), of pre-
cisely controlled spatial variation across the sample that allow spatial encoding.
4. A detection system consisting of one or more receive coils that convert RF energy
from the sample into a complex output signal, S(t).
5. An imaging system that includes a computer for image reconstruction and dis-
play [49].
To understand how input signals (RF fields) interact with the intrinsic sample
properties, Mo(x, y, z), Ti(x, y, z), T2 (x, y, z), to produce an image, we will consider
how each of the principal magnetic fields in the scanner interact with the hydrogen
nucleus. We aim to describe three observations or facts of the MRI experiment:
1. The rate of precession (cycles per second) of a proton in a magnetic field is
proportional to the strength of the field.
2. There is no signal emitted by a proton when it is at its equilibrium position in
alignment with the magnetic field. There is signal when the proton has been
forced out of alignment, making some angle relative to the magnetic field.
3. If the magnetic field can be made non-uniform in a controlled manner, then by
Fact 1, protons at different points in space will precess at different frequencies
[49].
We will start with a simple physical and mathematical model of the interaction
between a proton and the BO field, adding additional fields to the model until the
sample geometry can be related directly to the complex data recorded in k-space.
While reviewing this classical description of image acquisition, we will assume ideal,
homogeneous fields are applied. We will then extend the model to describe how
inhomogeneity in the BO field and magnetic susceptibility differences in heterogenous
samples affect the MRI signal and resulting images.
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Figure 2-2: Precession of the Magnetic Moment. In the presence of a static external
field, a proton with magnetic moment, p, will precess about the direction of the
main field, BO, accumulating phase d# during a differential time, dt (reprinted, with
permission, from [45]).
2.3 Image Acquisition
2.3.1 The BO Field and a Physical Model of Precession
Protons have intrinsic angular moinentum, or 'spin', that can be conceptualized as
circulating charge that has an associated magnetic moment. The magnetic moment,
j-, is related to the spin angular momentum vector, J, by:
P = Y (2.1)
where 7 is the gyromagnetic ratio, which depends on the particle of interest [45]. For
protons,
y = 2.675 x 108 rad/s/T
although the related quantity, 'gamma-bar', is often used instead:
2w = 42.58 MHz/T27r
(2.2)
(2.3)
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where 1 Tesla (T) = 10, 000 Gauss (G). In a constant magnetic field, Bo, the magnetic
moment experiences a net torque:
A non-zero torque implies the angular momentum must change according to:
di
dt
By combining Eq. 2.1, Eq. 2.4 and Eq. 2.5, we obtain:
, 4 x So
dt
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
which is the fundamental equation of motion describing precession of the magnetic
moment in the external magnetic field as shown in Fig. 2-2 [45].
Fig. 2-2 shows that the proton axis traverses an arc of length:
The geometry of
|d z| = p sin 0 |d@| (2.7)
Combining this with |d1 |7 yIpBo sin 0 dt gives yBo dt d= |, which leads to the
Larmor precession frequency:
WO - '6 -Y -Bo
dt
(2.8)
for BO = Boi, which causes a clockwise precession about the z-axis. In coordinate
form, Eq. 2.6 can be re-written as a set of coupled differential equations,
dpx,/dt = -yBo py
d pz/dt = -7 Bo p,
dpz/dt = 0
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(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11)
where p, ,, and y, represent the x, y, and z components of the magnetic moment,
respectively. These equations have the solution,
px(t) = p0 cos Wot - p sin wot (2.12)
pY (t) = t" sin wot + pao cos Wot (2.13)
0 (2.14)
Thus, Eq. 2.6 is an equation of motion that explains our first observation that a
proton in a static magnetic field will precess at a rate that is proportional to the
main field strength, which is referred to as the Larmor frequency [49]. The motion
of the spin creates a time-varying magnetic field that induces a current in the nearby
detector coil. In practice, bulk samples consist of a large number of protons. Assume
the main field lies along the z-axis, BO Bos, and consider a collection of protons
with axes at a fixed angle, 0, relative to Bo, which are all precessing at frequency, wo,
but with arbitrary position along the precession path. In this case, the sum of the
transverse components of the magnetic moments, px and py, will cancel while the pz
components will add, producing a net magnetization along the main field direction
M = Ao. In this equilibrium condition the net magnetization is static and no
signal will be produced. If the system can be perturbed, however, such that the net
magnetization makes some angle, 0, relative to the main field direction, then M will
undergo precession according to:
d = M x Bo , (2.15)dt
which allows a signal to be detected by the receive coil. Eq. 2.15 is a simplified
version of the well-known Bloch equation and explains our second observation from
section 2.2. This perturbation away from equilibrium is accomplished by application
of an RF field [49].
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2.3.2 The RF Field and Resonance
The RF transmitter produces a time-varying magnetic field given by:
$1(t) = 2B1 (t) cos (wt) z , (2.16)
where B1(t) is a modulation function that turns the RF field on and off [49]. This
is a linearly polarized field since it oscillates in only one direction, but it can also be
written as the sum of two circularly polarized fields of opposite polarization:
$1(t) = B1 (t) [cos (wt) + sin (wt) 9] + B1 (t) [cos (wt) 2 - sin (wt) y] . (2.17)
Since nuclei are known to be affected by only one of these fields, we can take the RF
field to be:
$1(t) = Bi(t)cos (wt) X - B1(t)sin (wt) Q (2.18)
To determine how the addition of the RF field affects the magnetization, one could
substitute the total field,
$(t) - Ba- + $ 1 (t) , (2.19)
into the Bloch equation (Eq. 2.15), but the awkwardness of the mathematics will
obscure our intuition [49]. Instead, it is useful to analyze the effect of the RF field
in a rotating reference frame. Consider a reference frame undergoing a negative
(clockwise) rotation about the z-axis with frequency w relative to the laboratory
frame, which is equal to the frequency of the applied RF. It's angular velocity is
given by:
Q = -w . (2.20)
The unit vectors in the rotating frame, ', y', and Z' are given by:
- cos (Wt) ^ - sin (Wt) y (2.21)
y sin (wt) + cos (wt) # (2.22)
' = .(2.23)
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Figure 2-3: RF Excitation. The effect of an on-resonance RF pulse on a magnetic
moment in the rotating frame is shown in (a) and its corresponding motion in the
laboratory frame is shown in (b). The effect of an off-resonance RF field on the nag-
netic moment in the rotating frame is shown in (c) and its motion in the laboratory
frame is shown in (d) (reprinted, with permission, from [45])
Given a proton precessing in the laboratory frame as shown in Fig. 2-3, it's motion
in the rotating frame is described by:
=t 7pI x Seff , (2.24)
where Beff is the 'effective magnetic field' in the rotating frame, which is given by:
Be5 B -- (2.25)
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The effective magnetic field is the superposition of the total applied magnetic field,
B, and a fictitious magnetic field with a magnitude IQ/7 and direction that is the
same as the angular frequency vector, d, defining the rotating frame. Notice that if
the rotating frame is rotating at the Larmor frequency, Q - Bo2, and the total
applied field is Boz, then (d /dt)' = 0 and there is no motion of the magnetic moment
in the rotating frame.
In the rotating frame, the RF field given in Eq. 2.18 simplfies to B1 = B1 ' after
substitution of the expression for '. Combining Eqs. 2.19, 2.20, and 2.25, the
motion of a magnetic moment vector in the rotating frame is:
(d ^yl x Beff (2.26)
= 7 x [(1Bo - -y (w/7)) ' + yBi'] . (2.27)
When the frequency of the RF field in the laboratory frame matches the Larmor
frequency, w = yBo, and the magnetic moment will precess about the S' direction
according to:
dfl'
dt W u1 xx (2.28)
where wi = -B 1. For a RF pulse applied for a fixed time, r, the magnetic moment
(or net magnetization) will be rotated towards the transverse plane through an angle,
0, called the 'flip angle':
0 = Bir . (2.29)
For a net magnetization, M = M0Z, an RF pulse with a flip angle of 90' will rotate it
fully into the transverse plane. Once the RF pulse is turned off, the magnetization will
precess about the z-axis in the laboratory frame, generating a signal in the receive
coil. If the magnetization remained in the transverse plane and did not return to
its equilibrium position along the main field direction, the MRI signal would persist
indefinitely, which is clearly not observed. Instead, the return to equilibrium occurs as
a result of two physical relaxation processes, 'longitudinal' (or spin-lattice) relaxation
and 'transverse' (or spin-spin) relaxation. These processes result from time-dependent
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energy transfer between the nuclei and their surroundings due to local interactions
and collisions [49]. Longitudinal relaxation determines the evolution of M, towards
its equilibrium value MO and is characterized by the time constant T1. Transverse
relaxation causes a loss of coherence or 'de-phasing' of the transverse magnetization,
Mzz + M.Q, as individual spins become randomly oriented, resulting in a complete
loss of transverse magnetization at equilibrium. This process is characterized by the
time constant T2. The result of T and T2 relaxation is a free-induction decay (FID)
of the MRI signal. This behavior is characterized by the full Bloch equation:
dt -7 x - (Mxs + MyQ)/T 2 - (Mz - Mo)I/T1 , (2.30)
where M is the net magnetization, B, is the applied field, T and T2 are the logitudinal
and transverse relaxation times, and M, Mz, and Mz are the x, y, and z components
of the magnetization respectively. M10 is the equilibrium magnetization that exists if
the sample is placed in a static BO field for a time that is long compared to T 1.
The Bloch equation provides a phenomenological model of the MRI experiment
that describes the time dependent change in the net magnetization in the presence
of an applied field. This model allows the MRI experiment to be described as a
'black box', where the input signal $(t) interacts with characteristic properties of the
sample, MO, T 1, and T2 , according to Eq. 2.30 to produce the output signal 3(t).
Including these local relaxation effects, the solution to Eq. 2.30 is given by:
Mx(t) = e-/T2 (M' cos wot - M 0 sin wot) (2.31)
My(t) =e-*/7T(M~ sin wot + M0 cos wOt) (2.32)
M(t) = M e-t/T1 + Mo(1 - et/Ti) , (2.33)
where M2O, M 0, and MO are the x, y, and z components of MO, the sample magnetiza-
tion at t = 0. For mathematical convenience, the transverse magnetization is defined
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in the complex plane as, M M + iMy, which gives the more compact solution:
M(t) = M'exp(iwot - t/T 2) , (2.34)
where M - M,2 + iM'?. The receive coil sums the output signal across the entire
sample, resulting in the MRI signal,
S(t) oc M(z)exp(iwot - t/T2()dzoc M (z)exp(iO(t) - t/T2 (z))dz ,(2.35)
where #(t) = w0t. Additional details of the detection system are given in [49].
2.3.3 Gradients and Spatial Encoding
The previous two sections described how the BO and RF fields produce a time-varying
signal, but MRI technology is compelling because of its ability to capture detailed spa-
tial information about the object. Recall the third fact about MRI from section 2.2:
the application of an inhomogeneous field causes protons at different locations to
precess at different frequencies, which are proportional to the field at their position.
Given the observed frequency and knowledge of the local field strength throughout
the sample, the location of the spins can be recovered. In MRI, this 'spatial encod-
ing' is achieved by application of three orthogonal gradient fields: the x-gradient,
y-gradient, and z-gradient.
Application of a linear gradient produces a total field that increases linearly as
a function of position. For example, assuming the main field is directed along the
z-axis, a linear x-gradient, G,(t) = OBz(t)/8x, results in a total field directed along
z that varies as a function of the x-coordinate:
$(x, y, z, t) = Bo + G.(t)x i (2.36)
Since gradients may change with time, this time dependence is made explicit in
Eq. 2.36. More importantly, Eq. 2.36 shows that our physical model of precession now
becomes spatially dependent. Instead of a single net magnetization vector precessing
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Figure 2-4: Spatial Modulation of the Transverse Magnetization along gradient axis
u. Application of a linear gradient along u modulates the phase of the transverse
magnetization as a function of position along u resulting in a right-handed transverse
magnetization helix, ei(kuu+O), as shown in (a) or a left-handed helix, ei(-kuu+O), as
shown in (b). The phase offset, 0 = 0, in both (a) and (b) (reprinted, with permission,
from [103]).
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about the z-axis after RF excitation, the precession of each spin (or each collection
of nuclei) about ^ at a given position along the x-axis is given by:
w(x, y, z, t) =-(yBo + -yG(t)x) . (2.37)
For a gradient that is fixed in time, spins located along the x-axis are now distin-
guishable due to their difference in frequency; this is the essence of spatial encoding.
Furthermore, a spin located at position (x, y, z) for some time T after excitation, will
accumulate phase specified by:
#(T) j w(t) dt = -y j B(x, y, z, t) dt . (2.38)
Therefore, the phase of a spin at a given time-point is also spatially dependent [114].
The strength of the gradient may be measured in Gauss/cm (CGS units) or mTesla/m
(MKS) units, where 1 G/cm = 10 mT/rn. State of the art gradient coils can produce
gradient strengths up to 40 mT/m. For a 1.5 T magnet, a spin located at x = 10
cm would experience a total field of 1.504 T, which is only a small deviation from
the main field strength. In general, application of all three gradients results in a
frequency:
= --y(G,(t)x + Gy(t)y + Gz(t)z) (2.39)
(2.40)
where O(t) (BBz/8x, aB2/8y, &Bz/z) and f is the position vector [114]. The
phase accumulated at time t is given by:
(t) Jw(t) dt = -J B(x, y, z, t) dt (2.41)
- J(Gx(t)x+Gy(t)y+Gz(t)z)dt . (2.42)
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Eq. 2.42 cal be expressed more concisely using 'k-space' formalism:
O(T)= -(k,(t)x + ky (t)y + k,(t)z) = -k(t) - , (2.43)
where kx(t) - y f Gx(t) dt, kv(t) = -y f Gy(t) dt and kz(t) - - f G_(t) dt. In practice
it is often useful to acquire data from a single two dimensional section or 'slice' of the
object. This 'slice-selection' process is accomplished by turning on the z-gradient just
before the RF pulse. This causes the spins along the z-axis to precess with frequency
w(z, t) = -(Bo+ -Gzz). Note that at the isocenter (z =0), w wo. If the RF pulse
has frequency w = -(wo + w'), then the plane of spins excited by the RF pulse (and
tipped towards the transverse plane) is given by:
z = .'G, (2.44)
If the RF pulse contains a range of frequencies, Aw, then a slice of thickness, Az =
Aw/iGz, will be excited [114].
Consider turning on a linear gradient along x after the RF pulse and slice selection
gradient tips a slice of spins into the transverse plane. The spins will precess at a
frequency that is a linear function of their position, and the MRI signal can be
sampled until the spins relax to equilibrium. A fourier transform of the signal will
yield a spectrum of frequencies present, which identify the spins' positions. This
process is called 'frequency encoding' and the x-gradient is termed the 'read-out'
gradient.
Similarly, consider applying a linear field gradient with constant strength, G =
OB;z/y, along y for a short period of time, T, after the RF pulse. While the gradient
is on, the spins will precess in the transverse plane at frequencies that are a linear
function of their location along y. Once the gradient is turned off, the spins will have
accumulated phase values that are dependent on their precession frequencies, 4(y) =
T(y). In general, the phase is a function of a spin's position and the gradient history
between excitation and measurement [114]. Application of this y-gradient causes the
spins' transverse magnetization vectors to precess in the transverse plane, and can be
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represented as helix along the y-axis. This helix, or magnetization grating, remains
once the gradient is turned off since all of the spins will then precess at the Larmor
frequency. The longitudinal component of the spin's magnetization vector remains
unaffected by the applied gradient. Following the convention that the transverse
magnetization lies in a complex plane, the helix is described by ei(kyy+O), where 0
represents any overall initial phase offset, and kg =y f0 GY dt. ky can be interpreted
as the spatial frequency of the helix, or in other words, the periodicity with which the
transverse magnetization rotates through 27r (Fig. 2-4) [103]. While the gradient is
left on, the value of ky increases linearly in time, and the helix is wound more tightly.
In general, a helix ei(kuu+O) can be created after application of a gradient along
any direction, f. If the object being imaged is a uniform sample, such as a water
phantom, then the transverse magnetization vectors of the helix will cancel so that no
net signal is generated. If the sample is a rack of water-filled test tubes or some other
object with periodic structure that matches the spatial frequency of the helix, then
a strong signal will be generated [114]. By controlling the timing of the y-gradient,
the signal from a range of spatial frequencies can be recorded for the sample, which is
referred to as 'phase-encoding'. A read-out gradient applied along x after the phase-
encode gradient produces a helix of magnetization along the x-axis, allowing spatial
frequencies along two orthogonal directions to be measured and recorded in k-space as
a function of the coordinates (kx, ku). Applying a read-out or phase-encode gradient
that decreases linearly as a function of position (ie. one with negative polarity) results
in a helix that is wound in the opposite sense, corresponding to kx < 0 or ky < 0.
2.3.4 Gradient Echo and Echo Planar Pulse Sequences
Gradient echo and echo planar pulse sequences are two commonly used acquisitions
that we will refer to often throughout this thesis. In a typical gradient echo experi-
ment, negative phase encode and read-out gradients are applied following excitation
and slice selection. After the phase-encode gradient is turned off, the direction of the
read-out gradient is reversed, causing the negatively wound magnetization helix to
slowly unwind and then re-wind in the positive sense. As the signal is sampled, a
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single line of k-space is acquired. This experiment is repeated for every value of ky by
altering the initial strength of the phase-encode gradient until each line of k-space is
sampled. Thus, a single line of k-space is acquired for each RF pulse. A key advan-
tage to gradient echo imaging is that the RF pulse resets the transverse magnetization
before the acquisition of each line of k-space. This reduces the effects of field inho-
mogeneities or other phase errors (that will be discussed in more detail in the next
section). The disadvantage is that the sequence is slow; acquiring 64 lines of k-space
for 30 slices to cover the entire head can take up to 20 seconds [114]. In contrast, in
echo planar imaging, the polarity of the read-out gradient is reversed after each line
of k-space is acquired, allowing the next line to be obtained after incrementing the
phase-encode gradient. Repeatedly switching the direction of the read-out gradient
while applying phase-encode 'blips' allows all of k-space to be traversed following a
single RF pulse. This greatly increases the speed of the experiment: acquiring 64 lines
of k-space for 30 slices can be done in less than 3 seconds [114]. EPI allows dynamic
physiological processes, such as the blood-oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) re-
sponse to be imaged [88], which forms the basis of fMRI. The primary disadvantage
of EPI is its increased sensitivity to phase errors due to the use of a single RF pulse.
2.3.5 The Imaging Equation
Once the MRI signal is sampled and recorded in k-space for each spatial frequency,
(kr, kv), using a gradient echo or EPI pulse sequence, all that remains is to reconstruct
an image from this information. Recall that Eq. 2.43, represents the phase accumula-
tion due to the affect of three orthogonal gradients. When imaging a single slice using
the read-out and phase-encode gradients, this simplifies to: #(t) = -(kx(t)x+ky M(t)y).
Since the magnetization at a given location, M0 (x, y, z), is proportional to the den-
sity of spins at that location, and the corresponding phase created by the gradients
is #(t) = -(kx(t)x + ky(t)y), Eq. 2.35 can be rewritten as:
S(t) = p(x, y)ei(k(tx+k(t)y)e(-t/T2(xY)) dx dy , (2.45)
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where the signal at time t, S(t), is equivalent to the signal recorded in k-space at
(kx, kv). Ignoring relaxation effects, Eq. 2.45 can be simplified:
S(kx, kv) = p(x, y)e-i(kxx+kyy)dxdy . (2.46)
We can also write Eq. 2.46 as:
S(kx, ky) = JJ p(x, y)e-i 2 r(kx+kyY)dxdy , (2.47)
where kx(t) = T JGx(t) dt, kv(t) = t f Gy(t) dt and t = i/(27r). Eq. 2.47 is a
2D fourier integral over spatial coordinates (in units of m) with spatial frequency
coordinates (in units of rn-1 ) as conjugate fourier variables. Therefore, by taking
the inverse fourier transform of the k-space data we obtain the distribution of spin
density in the object, which is the image of interest:
p(x, y) = F- 1 [S(kx, ky)] = S(kX, ky)ei2 r(kxx+ky)dkxdky . (2.48)
2.4 B0 Field Inhomogeneity and EPI Distortion
EPI forms the basis of most fMRI and DTI studies and is widely used in both basic
neuroscience and clinical research in areas such as pre-surgical planning and MR-
guided intervention [25]. EPI-based fMRI and DTI acquisitions provide information
that is distinct from conventional anatomical (or structural) imaging done in most
clinical settings. A significant limitation of EPI, however, is its sensitivity to magnetic
field inhomogeneity. Perturbations in the field result in signal loss and geometric
distortion in EPI data [63, 53, 118, 18]. Previous studies have shown that correcting
geometric distortion in functional images increases the accuracy of co-registration
to structural MR [30, 53]. Precise anatomical localization of functional activation
is especially important in single-subject studies (ie. pre-surgical evaluation) and in
cases where the structural MR, is used as an anatomical reference [53].
In the previous section, we showed how precisely controlled RF and gradient fields
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Figure 2-5: The Effect of Susceptibility Field Gradients on a Gradient Echo EPI k-
space Trajectory . The RF excitation, signal, and gradient history for an EPI with no
local susceptibility gradients is shown in (a). The corresponding values of ky(t) and
the scan trajectory in 2-Dimensional k-space are shown in (b) and (c) respectively.
The effects of susceptibility field gradients that are anti-parallel and parallel to the
blipped phase encode gradient are shown in (d-f) and (g-i) respectively. The open
circles in the plot of ky(t) plot show the desired evolution of ky(t) while the solid circles
show its actual value due to the susceptibility effects. The result is a compression or
expansion of k-space leading to subsequent distortion of the image after taking the
inverse fourier transform (reprinted, with permission, from [25]).
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can be applied in the presence of a uniform, static BO field to manipulate the net mag-
netization and generate the MRI signal. It was shown that image reconstruction from
the MRI signal assumes the total field in the scanner is the superposition of known
linear gradient fields and a uniform BO field. In practice, however, gradient linearity
is compromised to achieve high gradient strength and fast switching [64] and the Bo
field exhibits inhomogeneities as high as several hundred parts per million (ppm) due
to limitations on magnet design and manufacture [27]. In addition, heterogeneous
biological samples exhibit magnetic susceptibility differences that produce local field
gradients, causing perturbations in the applied field.
To improve magnetic field homogeneity, MR scanners have a shim system that
consists of superconducting active shims, ferromagnetic passive shims, and room-
temperature spherical harmonic shim coils. The superconducting active shims and
ferromagnetic passive shims can reduce field inhomogenity to within a few ppm before
subjects or samples are placed in the magnet [27]. The spherical harmonic shim coils
consist of the three linear gradients and five second order shims that produce fields
based on the spherical harmonic expansion [27, 71]:
Bz(x, y, z) = r"P 1"(cos O)[am,ncos(m~p) + bm,nsin(m~p)] , (2.49)
where r, 0, and p are spherical coordinates, am,n and bm,n are coefficients and Pnm(cos 0)
are associated Legendre orthogonal polynomials of the first kind, degree n and or-
der m. Eq. 2.49 is a solution of the Laplace equation, V 2 Bz = 0, where Bz is the
z-component of the total magnetic field in the MRI scanner; it can also be written in
Cartesian coordinates, which is shown explicitly up to the second degree and order:
Bz(x, y, z) = a0 ,0 + ao,1z + ai,1x + bi,1y+
ao,2 (z 2 _ p2 /2) + 3ai,2 xz + 3bi,2 yz + 3a 2,2 (X2 _ y 2 ) + 6b2,2 xy +...
(2.50)
where p2  x2+y 2 [71]. The process of 'shimming' typically refers to using these coils
to correct low order spatial perturbations of the field caused by subjects or samples
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in the scanner. Imperfect shimming and higher order perturbations, however, result
in residual subject-specific inhomogeneity.
These perturbing fields can be approximated as linear field gradients over local
regions of the object. The addition of such a gradient will cause a change in precession
frequency of the transverse magnetization, Aw. The MRI signal from Eq. 2.45 now
becomes:
S(t) = JJp(x, y)e-i(k. (t)x+ky (t)y+Aw(xy)t) e(t/r*(x,y))dxdy . (2.51)
The relaxation time constant T2 has been replaced by T2*, where
1- = + 1 (2.52)
T2* T2  T2'
T2 represents the decay rate due to external field inhomogeneity [45]. Consider a
region of interest, R2, in a heterogeneous sample with spatially varying magnetic
susceptibility. In the presence of an external magnetic field, such as BO, these suscep-
tibility differences cause field perturbations that can often be approximated as a linear
'susceptibility field gradient', GR2, which exists in the region of interest. Consider a
susceptibility gradient that lies along the same axis as the phase-encode gradient, Gy.
If GR2 has opposite polarity relative to GY, then the value of ky will increase more
slowly over time and the k-space data will be compressed and shifted. In contrast,
if GR2 has the same polarity relative to G., then the value of ky will increase more
rapidly over time, causing a corresponding expansion of k-space as shown in Fig. 2-5
[25]. Taking the inverse fourier transform causes subsequent expansion of the image
in the first case and compression in the second.
The field perturbations and associated image distortions are greatest near bound-
aries between materials with large susceptibility differences. For biological samples,
there is an important susceptibility difference between tissue and air. Soft tissue and
bone have similiar susceptibilities of (Xt a -9.1 x 10-6) [62] and (x8 r -11.4 x 10-6)
[50], which counteract the applied field, while air interacts only weakly with the field
(x, a 0.4 x 10-6) [62]. This is critical in human studies where air-tissue interfaces in
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the sphenoid and ethmoid sinuses and auditory canals produce large perturbations in
the field in the frontal and temporal lobes of the brain [27].
Distortions due to magnetic susceptibility differences are subject, pulse-sequence,
and field strength dependent. The problem of signal loss in EPI has been addressed
elsewhere [26] as well as the effects of BO inhomogenity on other functional imaging
acquisitions such as spiral pulse sequences [64, 87] and will not be discussed here.
Instead, we limit our focus to the correction of geometric distortion in EPI data.
2.5 Distortion Correction Strategies
For single-shot EPI acquisitions there are several existing techniques for correcting
geometric distortion. The majority of these are fieldmap based methods [118, 63, 53].
Fieldmaps can be obtained from a variety of pulse sequences, but are typically con-
puted from a double-echo gradient recalled echo (GRE) sequence. In this sequence,
k-space data, S(ks, ky), is collected at two different echo times. Taking the inverse
fourier transform of both data sets according to Eq. 2.48 produces complex data in
image space, typically in Cartesian form. This can then be easily converted into
magnitude and phase images at both time points. In most applications, the phase in-
formation is discarded and only the magnitude image is retained for scientific analysis
or clinical use. In section 2.3.3, however, we saw that phase data contains important
information about the field: the phase is a function of the total field a spin experi-
ences from excitation until sampling (Eq. 2.41). Taking the difference in phase images
acquired at different echo times, causes phase contributions from applied gradients
and RF inhomogeneity to cancel, leaving only the phase due to Bo inhomogeneity
(assuming negligible chemical shift artifacts). The field inhomogeneity, or 'fieldmnap',
is calculated according to:
Aq5(x, y, z)A Bo(x, y, z) =-AOX , (2.53)
-yATE
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where A# is the phase difference, 7 is the gyromagnetic ratio in rad/sec/T and ATE
is the difference in echo times between the two GRE sequences [63]. Thus, a fieldmap
provides a direct measure of the B0 inhomogeneity at each point in the image. The
fieldmap can subsequently be converted into a transformation to correct the distorted
EPI. Due to the low bandwidth of EPI in the phase encode direction, the required
transformation reduces to a set of one-dimensional translations along that direction,
which can be computed for each pixel in the brain. For example, for a phase encode
direction along y, the distortion is given by:
'yABo(x, y, z)Nyt dwell(.4
Ay(x, y, z) = , (2.54)27
where Ay(x, y, z) is the pixel shift in the phase encode direction, Ny is the number
of voxels in the y direction, and tdwel is the dwell time of the EPI sequence.
Fieldmap techniques, however, have several limitations. First, they require addi-
tional scan time, which may be difficult to accomodate in clinical studies. Second, a
single fieldmap may not be valid for unwarping each EPI volume if there are signifi-
cant effects due to motion or respiration in the timeseries. Finally, fieldmaps are not
available in many retrospective studies.
Other correction methods have been proposed including the acquisition of bipolar
field gradient images [18], the use of a multi-reference scan for correction during re-
construction [116], and k-space energy spectrum analysis [25]. Correction techniques
based on modified EPI acquisitions also increase scan time [18] while ones that require
retention of the complex EPI data may not be practical [25].
More recently, magnetic field models have been developed to estimate the static
field inhomogeneity from subject specific susceptibility models [62, 67]. Koch et
al. have extended these models beyond estimating the field to applying them for
distortion correction. Their method, however, relies on registering another subject's
CT data to the subject of interest in order to generate the tissue/air susceptibility
model, and therefore may not account well for differences in individual anatomy. It
also requires detailed knowledge of the shim system to implement the unwarping. In
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the next section we discuss the use of magnetic field models to calculate synthetic
fieldmaps in more detail.
2.6 Synthetic Field Maps and the Forward Model
Methods that seek to estimate synthetic fieldmaps from magnetic susceptibility dis-
tributions have relied on iterative approaches [16, 17, 77, 29, 112], on a perturbation
solution of Maxwell's equations in image space [621, or on Fourier-based methods
[83, 96, 84]. In this section, we describe two of these approaches in more detail: the
spatial formulation [62], which is used in the synthetic fieldmap estimation and atlas-
based QSM technique developed later in this thesis, and the method in [84] which
has formed the basis for work in QSM by other investigators. The spatial formulation
from [62] is summarized below.
2.6.1 Spatial Formulation of the Forward Model
The derivation of the spatial formulation of the forward model begins with a macro-
scopic description of magnetic fields in diamagnetic and paramagnetic materials via
Maxwell's equations of magnetostatics [54]:
V -B = 0 (2.55)
V x H = J (2.56)
The magnetic induction, B, is related to the magnetic field, H, by B = pH where p
is the magnetic permeability. In Eq. 2.55 and Eq. 2.56, B is the fundamental field of
interest, while H is the derived field that takes into account in an average way, the
contribution of atomic charges and currents to the macroscopic current density, J [54].
Assuming J = 0 over some finite region of interest (the object is non-conductive),
then V x H = 0, implying H = V#, where 4 is the magnetic scalar potential. The
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magnetic field in the scanner can now be related to # and y according to:
B= pH = pV . (2.57)
The permeability is related to the magnetic susceptibility, x, by:
p = Po(1 + x) , (2.58)
where yo is the permeability of free space. Eqs. 2.55, 2.57 and 2.58 can be combined
to give:
V- B=V-pV#=Vpo(1+ x)V4=0 . (2.59)
Assuming po and X are known, obtaining a solution for B, requires solving for the
unknown magnetic scalar potential. Using a perturbation approach, we begin by
expanding the susceptibility as:
x=xo+ox1 ,(2.60)
where Xo is the susceptibility of air (0.4 ppm) and 6 is a constant equal to the difference
between the susceptibility of air and the tissue of interest (ie. -9.5 ppm in the case
of brain tissue). Xi is a 'scaled' version of the susceptibility difference and can take
on continuous values when using a complex tissue model, but will take values of 0 or
1 for a simple two-tissue model [62]. Similarly, # is expanded in a series:
# = #0 + 6#1 + 022+ ... (2.61)
We also expand B:
B = B(') + 6B0') + 0(62) . (2.62)
Substituting expansions up to first order from Eqs 2.60, 2.61, and 2.62 into Eq. 2.59
gives:
V. (B(0 ) + 6B('))= V . po(1 + Xo + 6x1)V(o + 6#1) =0 . (2.63)
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The zeroth and first order terms in 6 are:
V -B(0) = to(1 + Xo)V 2 #o = 0
V -B 1) to(l + o)V 201 + poV - (xiV~o) =0
Rearranging Eq. 2.65 gives a 3D Poisson equation:
V2l 
- - -1 (V - (x17#o))
1 + o
The Green's function for this equation is:
G(x) = -
47r
where x (x, y, z) and r= x || /x 2 + y 2 +z 2 .
solution:
#1(x) =J
01(x) G * f
The Poisson equation has the
G(x - x/)f (x/)dx/ (2.68)
(2.69)
where f = I((V -(x1Vo)). In MRI, since we are interested in only the z-component
of the magnetic induction, Eqs. 2.57 becomes:
B2 = pHz =gp (2.70)Bz
Substituting expansions up to first order from Eqs 2.60 and 2.61 and the z-component
of 2.62 into Eq. 2.70 gives:
B±) + 6B =-pto(1 + Xo + 6x1)D(0o + 6q1)Bz (2.71)
(2.72)+6 aA )
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(2.64)
(2.65)
(2.66)
(2.67)
= po(1 + Xo + 4xi) a0
The zeroth and first order terms in 6 are:
B - po(1 + xo) a0 (2.73)Z az
B ) =Ao xi + (1 + xo) ) . (2.74)Z Bz Bz
Eq. 2.74 can be rewritten using Eq. 2.73 to give:
B) XI B) + po(1 + Xo) ,90 ' (2.75)1+Xo Zz
Since,
Bei_ 8 Of BG
=z - (G*f)=G* -=- f (2.76)(z Z z oz i9z '
Eq. 2.75 can now be written as:
- 0 (8G -1B ) X B( + po(1+ ) * (V(- (Vl)) . (2.77)1+Xo Z +(z XOIKD 1 +)
Finally, inspection of Eq. 2.64 shows VO0  B() which can be combined with
Eq. 2.77 to give:
1) = Xi B 0 1 + z X1B ) + *e x1B + Bz * (XB
- l+Xo Z (I 2  __ xzx ayzY 1Z
(2.78)
Lorentz Correction
The solution in Eq. 2.78 is valid for continuous media. Given the discrete nature of
the 1H nuclei in MRI, it is necessary to calculate the desired field from the continuous
solution using the Lorentz Correction [99, 45). The corrected field is given by BLC =
B - poM where M = XH is the magnetization of the material. Combining this
equation with Eq. 2.57 and Eq. 2.58 gives BLC = po(1 + X/3)V4. Comparing this to
the uncorrected field, BLC = PO1(1 +x)V, shows that the Lorentz Corrected solution
can be found by replacing X with x/ 3 in equations involving only x and # terms [62].
This gives the zeroth and first order corrected fields:
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B2 =Po 1 +
1x Vo
BL - p ioxivo + Po 1 +
(2.79)
(2.80)Xo) V4 1
which can be combined with Eq. 2.76 to give:
Xi 1 (1 ( 0 2LC,z -3+ X0 LCzl± (1+X xaZ *(x1B),)+ a2zG *(X )
(2.81)
Note that only the corrected fields will be used for the remainder of this thesis
and the LC subscript will be omitted.
Fieldmap Calculation and the Single Voxel Solution
Eq. 2.81 allows the first-order field, B1l, to be calculated given the zeroth order field,
B(a), and the susceptibility distribution X1. The zeroth order field represents the
field present with no object in the scanner. For a constant field in the z direction,
B ,U') = B -') 0 and Bo = Bo, which allows Eq. 2.81 to be simplified. Assuming
a main field along z, B(0 ) = Bas, then a fieldmap, F, can be computed from the
susceptibility distribution:
(2.82)
This can be re-written as:
)6Bz(3 + XO /
(6Bzo a2G\
- +X 0 ) ) * x1 (2.83)
(2.84)= (cio - c2 k) * X,
where ci = (6Bz40 )/(3 + xo), c2 = (6B 0))/(1 + xo), 6o is the Dirac delta function
and k = (a 2 G)/((z 2 ). Finally, this can be written as the convolution of a kernel K,
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1 + Xo Bz2 * xi ]6B~o i.3 +Xo
defined in continuous space, with the scaled susceptibility map (or segmentation), X1:
F(x, y, z) = K(x, y, z) * xi(x, y, z) , (2.85)
where K =Ci60 - c2 k. Note that Xi is a unitless quantity while K has the units
of magnetic field (Tesla). In practice, the object and corresponding susceptibility
distribution are approximated by discrete voxels, allowing the convolution in Eq. 2.82
to be calculated analytically for a single voxel with xi 1 [621:
H(x,y,z) = Z) dx dy dz tan- . (2.86)
Voxel
Due to the linearity of Eq. 2.82, the single voxel solutions can be added together to
give the final fieldmap:
F(x, y, z)= K,(x, y, z) * x1(x, y, z) , (2.87)
where K,(x, y, z) = ci6o(x, y, z) - c2H(x, y, z) is the kernel computed in image space.
2.6.2 K-space Formulation of the Forward Model
The k-space formulation of the forward model developed by Marques and Bowtell
[84], provides another method for estimating the magnetic induction, B, due to a
macroscopic susceptibility distribution. This model has formed the basis for work
in fieldmap prediction and QSM by several other investigators. The relevant theory
is sumnnarized below from [67] to provide a foundation for further discussion in
subsequent chapters of this dissertation.
Maxwell's equation, V -B = 0 implies B is the curl of a vector field A, called the
vector potential:
B = V x A (2.88)
For macroscopic media, assuming J = 0 (no current), V x B = po(V x M) [54].Combining
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this with Eq. 2.88 and using the Coulomb gauge gives:
V 2 A =-poV x M , (2.89)
where M is the magnetization of the material. This poisson equation has a general
solution:
A(x)-O j M(x') d 3, + J M(x)xn'da' , (2.90)
47r y | x - x' /| 47r s | x - x'/ I
where x is the generalized position vector and n' represents a unit vector perpendicular
to the surface S [67]. Since B = V x A, taking the curl of a multipole expansion
of the vector potential in Eq. 2.90 gives an expansion of B. Retaining only the first
non-vanishing term in this expansion results in
B (x) . Bd X) PO 3n'(M(x) -n') - M(x') (2.91)
47r yV | Ix - x 13
which approximates B as the field produced from a general magnetic dipole distri-
bution [54, 67]. The work of Marques and Bowtell begins with this assumption [84].
They show that taking the fourier transform of Eq. 2.91 and a Cauchy limit in the
rotating reference frame results in the expression first reported by Deville [33:
gio3 cos 2 6-1-Bd(k) = 3 2 (M(k) - 3M2(k)2) , (2.92)
where k is the coordinate location in k-space, 1M[(k) and M2(k) are the three dimen-
sional Fourier transforms of M(x) and M2(x), ^ is a unit vector in the z-direction,
and 3 is the angle between the direction of the main magnetic field and k. From
the geometry, cos20 = k2/(k! + k2 + k2) and the tranverse magnetization in the ro-
tating frame can be ignored since we are only interested in the z-component of the
field. Since M2(x) ~ x(x)B for x < 1, taking the fourier transform of M2(x) and
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substituting it into Eq. 2.92, gives the final approximation for the field:
~1 k 2
Bdk(k) = Bo Z( (2.93)
3 k2+ k 2+k2
= Kf (k) (k) , (2.94)
where Kf (k) is the fourier space derivation of the kernel for a normalized field of
Bo = 1. Taking the inverse fourier transform of Eq. 2.94 gives the predicted fieldmap
in image space [84]:
Bd,2(x, y, z) = Kf (x, y, z) * X(x, y, z) . (2.95)
2.6.3 Comparison of the Forward Models
Since the derivations of both the spatial and k-space formulations of the forward
model begin with Maxwell's equations of magnetostatics, but differ in their approach
and approximations, we are interested in determining if they are in fact equivalent.
To address this question, we begin with the spatial formulation of the forward model
in continuous space (Eq. 2.85):
F = K * X1 (2.96)
F 0B [ - * x1 . (2.97)
+xo +xo 9z 2 1J
Taking the Fourier transform, F, of Eq. 2.97 gives:
I6Bo -01 , (2.98)Z 3 + Xo 1 + xo-F Bz21'
where J1 is the Fourier transform of the scaled susceptibility map, X1. Given that
{60} = 1 and .7{f'(z)} = ikz.{f(z)}, Eq. 2.98 becomes:
~1 1 riGv -
F 6B ) - ikzF aGH 1  , (2.99)
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where k, = y f G,(t) dt. Applying the derivative property of the Fourier transform a
second time gives:
06Bro) 1 + 1 k2F{G}1
.3+X[ 1+Xo k (2.100)
The Fourier transform of the Green's function can be written as Y{G} = E{-1/(47rr)}
gjF{ } where r = lx 2 + y2 + z 2 . Since F{ } = l (a derivation of this is given in
Appendix A), Eq. 2.100 becomes:
1S3B(o) I
z 3 + Xo (2.101)
k 2
z x1k2 + k2 + k2
Recall from Eq. 2.60 that the scaled susceptibility, X1, is related to the the suscepti-
bility, x, according to X1 = (x - Xo)/ 6 . Taking the Fourier transform of this equation
gives:
(2.102)
(2.103)
Substituting Eq. 2.103 into Eq. 2.101 gives:
1+xo k)+k +k
Since Xo << 1, we can neglect the Xo terms in the denominators in Eq.
re-write it as:
k 2
z i -
k2 +k2 + k2
B(O) k 2z (xo6o)k2+ k2 + k2
Eq. 2.105 can be written more concisely as:
P = K_ -k (Xodo)
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~B (0)
z 3
(2.104)
2.104 and
1 (2.105)
(2.106)
= fx( - Uo ) 
- X06o)
1X0
~(1)F = B+o)
where kf is the kernel from the k-space formulation of the forward model (Eq. 2.94).
The second term in Eq. 2.106 is zero everywhere except at the origin, (ks, ky, kz) =
(0, 0, 0), where it is undefined since the value of kf (0, 0, 0) is undefined. The value at
the origin of k-space corresponds to the 'DC offset' of phase in image space. Therefore,
taking an inverse Fourier transform of Eq. 2.106 gives the fieldmap in image space:
F(x, y, z) = Kf (x, y, z) * x(x, y, z) + C , (2.107)
where C is the unknown DC offset. By comparing Eq. 2.107 to Eq. 2.95, we see
that the spatial formulation of the forward model in continuous space is equivalent
to the k-space formulation of the forward model within a constant that represents
the unknown DC value of the acquisition. If we choose C = 0, we see that the two
models are in fact effectively equivalent.
It is important to note that the spatial formulation of the forward model approx-
imates the object as a collection of discrete voxels, which allows the convolution in
Eq. 2.82 to be calculated analytically for a single voxel as described in Eq. 2.86 and
Eq. 2.87. This aspect of the implementation requires further investigation to deter-
mine if the equivalency of the two models still holds after introduction of the single
voxel approximation.
2.7 Solving the Inverse Problem:
Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping
There is increasing evidence that excessive iron deposition in specific regions of the
brain is associated with neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer's and Parkin-
son's disease [125]. The role of iron in the pathogenesis of these diseases remains
unknown and is difficult to determine without a non-invasive method to quantify
its concentration in-vivo. Since iron is a ferromagnetic substance, changes in iron
concentration result in local changes in the magnetic susceptibility of tissue.
In MRI experiments, differences in susceptibility cause perturbations in the local
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magnetic field, which can in principle be computed from the phase of the MR signal, as
described in Section 2.5. The forward models presented in Section 2.6 show how these
field perturbations can also be computed if the spatial susceptibility distribution, X,
is known. The advent of high field MRI has made it possible for subtle differences in
susceptibility to measurably affect the phase of the MR. signal. This has raised the
possibility that estimating unknown magnetic susceptibility distributions from high
field phase data may provide a new means for quantifying iron concentration in-vivo.
Solving the inverse problem of estimating susceptibility from phase or field mea-
surements is challenging for several reasons. In the forward models described in
Section 2.6, field pertubations caused by magnetic susceptibility differences can be
modeled as the convolution of the dipole-like kernels, K, or Kf, with the spatial
susceptibility distribution. In the Fourier domain, these kernels exhibits zeros at the
magic angle, preventing direct inversion of the fieldmap [79]. Critically, observations
of the field are limited due to the presence of air (where there is no signal) and the
problem is ill-posed. The observed data is also corrupted by confounding biasfields (ie.
those from tissue-air interfaces, mis-set shims, and other non-local sources). Elimi-
nating these fields is critical for accurate susceptibility estimation since they corrupt
phase contributions from the local susceptibility sources of interest.
Existing methods for inferring susceptibility values from MR phase data are gen-
erally thought of as susceptibility-related methods or QSM techniques. Haacke et
al., have shown that a high-pass filter can be used to remove the predominantly low
frequency biasfield and produce a filtered phase image in a post-processing method
referred to as susceptibility weighted imaging (SWI) [47]. While SWI has shown some
correlation with magnetic susceptibility differences due to iron and other sources, it
produces only an indirect measure of susceptibility due to the non-local effects of the
convolution kernel. In addition, the filtering process may remove some low frequency
fields due to sources inside the brain, reducing the accuracy of the resulting SWI
data, which is used as a proxy for susceptibility.
In [4], a method termed the field dependent transverse relaxation rate increase
(FDRI) was proposed in which maps of the transverse relaxation time, R 2 = 1/T2,
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are acquired at two different field strengths (ie. 1.5 and 3 Tesla). The difference in
R2 divided by the difference in field strength gives the FDRI. In [91], the mean FDRI
in several regions of interest was compared to the mean iron concentration obtained
from postmortem analysis and showed stronger correlation with iron content than the
SWI maps computed for the same subjects. Obtaining FDRI measurements would
be impractical for most studies, however, since it requires images to be collected on
two separate scanners.
Others have proposed methods to estimate magnetic susceptibility from fieldmaps.
A method for quantitative susceptibility mapping described by de Rochefort et al.
[31] has shown good results, but relies on sequential biasfield filtering and suscep-
tibility estimation and therefore may not be able to recover from imperfections in
biasfield removal. The technique presented by Liu et al. [79] showed some success,
but requires data to be acquired at multiple object orientations, which is imprac-
tical for human studies. Recently, Schweser et al. published a technique for QSM
[98] that showed good correlation between relative susceptibility values from aver-
aged single angle acquisitions and those obtained from multi-angle protocols. Results
showed strong correlation between estimated susceptibility values and postmortem
iron concentration in a subset of brain regions, but relied on estimates computed
from multi-angle data.
In general, QSM methods that rely heavily on agreement between observed and
predicted field values computed using kernel-based forward models [31, 79, 98] are in-
herently limited since they cannot distinguish between low frequency biasfields from
external susceptibility sources and identical fields produced by certain local suscep-
tibility distributions. Susceptibility distributions that are eigenfunctions of K in
Eq. 2.85 are one example of this; they include constant and linear functions of sus-
ceptibility along the main field (ie. 'z') direction. Applying the forward model to
these distributions, cancels the second term in Eq. 2.84 resulting in predicted fields
that are proportional to the local susceptibility sources, but also identical in form to
non-local biasfields (ie. those produced by a z-shim). Therefore, removing all low
frequency fields prior to susceptibility estimation will eliminate the biasfield as well
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as fields due to the sources of interest, potentially preventing accurate calculation
of the underlying susceptibility values. In contrast, inadequate removal of the bias-
field may result in the estimation of artifactual susceptibility eigenfunctions in areas
where the biasfield is strong, such as regions adjacent to tissue-air interfaces. This
suggests that additional information such as boundary conditions or priors may be
necessary to regularize an incomplete forward model and prevent the mis-estimation
of low frequency biasfields.
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Chapter 3
Synthetic Fieldmap Calculation for
Distortion Correction of
Echo Planar Images
Echo planar imaging (EPI) is the standard pulse sequence employed in functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies due
to its high temporal resolution. In order to extract meaningful information from
EPI data, scientists and clinicians typically register low resolution EPI data to high
resolution anatomical images. As discussed in detail in Chapter 2, a critical problem
in achieving accurate registration is the inherent distortion of EPI data due to BO
field inhomogeneity.
Fieldmap-based uwarping remains the standard method for correcting geometric
distortion in EPI data [63, 30, 53]. Fieldmap techniques, however, require additional
scan time, suffer from low signal-to-noise ratios (SNR.) at tissue/air boundaries, and
may be invalid for unwarping EPI data if there are significant effects due to motion
or respiration. Also, fieldmnaps are not available for most retrospective studies.
Recently, magnetic field models such as those described in section 2.6 have been
developed to estimate synthetic fieldmaps from susceptibility distributions of the ob-
ject of interest. Using these models for distortion correction is difficult for two reasons.
First, subject-specific susceptibility maps are difficult to obtain in practice. For bio-
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logical samples, susceptibility maps are obtained from tissue/air/bone segmentations
since substantial susceptibility differences occurs between these materials: soft tissue
and bone are diamagnetic (Xtissue = -9.1 ppm and Xbone = -11.4 ppm), while air
is paramagnetic (Xa.i = 0.4 ppm) [62, 50]. Once a segmentation is obtained, ac-
curate field estimates can be computed from 2 class susceptibility maps by setting:
Xbone ' Xtissue = -9.1 ppm [62, 67]. Tissue/air/bone segmentations are easily ob-
tained from CT, given the large intensity differences between these materials, but CT
is often not available in neuroscientific and clinical studies due to limits on radiation
exposure. Ti-weighted MRI is generally available, but bone and air are difficult to
segment accurately due to their similar intensities in structural images.
The second problem with applying existing forward models for distortion correc-
tion is that these models do not account for the shim fields present during acquisition,
which decrease B0 inhomogeneity. The total field, including shim, must be estimated
to accurately unwarp EPI data. Koch et al. investigated correcting distortion using
synthetic fieldmnaps, but their method relies on registering another subject's CT to
the subject of interest to generate the susceptibility map, which may not account well
for anatomical differences. It also requires detailed knowledge of the shim system to
implement the unwarping [67].
In this chapter, we describe a Fieldmnap-Free (FF) method to correct geometric
distortion in EPI, without obtaining fieldmaps, modifying EPI acquisition parame-
ters, requiring CT data for the subject of interest or having detailed knowledge of the
shim system. We use acquired fieldmaps and CT data from neurosurgical patients
for validation only, making this method suitable for retrospective clinical and neuro-
scientific studies in which fieldmaps and CT are not available. Our approach consists
of two parts. First, a classifier is used to segment structural MRI into a tissue/air
susceptibility model. This is used as input to the spatial formulation of the forward
model described in section 2.6.1 to compute a subject-specific fieldmap. Second, a
registration algorithm is developed to solve for the lower order field perturbations
(shim parameters) needed to accurately unwarp and register the EPI data.
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3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Data Acqusition
Structural MRI, EPI and dual gradient echo fieldmaps were acquired for six subjects.
Neurosurgery patients were selected so that CT data would be available for validation
and training. All MRI imaging was done in the Radiology department at Brigham
and Women's Hospital on a 3T GE magnet. The MRI acquisition protocol included
(1) whole-brain axial 3D-SPGR, slice thickness = 1 mm, TE = 3 mnsec, TR = 8 msec,
acquisition matrix = 512 x 512, voxel size = 0.5 x 0.5 x 1 mm (2) single-shot EPI,
slice thickness = 4 mm, TE = 40 msec, TR 2000 msec, acquisition matrix = 128
x 128, voxel size = 2 x 2 x 4 mm (3) dual gradient echo fieldmap, slice thickness = 4
mum, TE1 = 5 msec, TE 2 =15 msec, TR 600 msec, acquisition matrix = 256 x 256,
voxel size =1 x 1 x 4 mm. CT data sets for subjects 1 and 2 were acquired with 0.46
x 0.46 x 4.8 mm voxels spanning 36 slices and 512 x 512 in-plane voxels. CT from
subject 1 was used for training, while CT from subject 2 was used for validation.
3.1.2 Validation using Acquired Fieldmaps
Synthetic fieldmaps computed using the Fieldmap-Free method will be validated
against acquired fieldmaps and FF distortion correction and registration results will
be compared to those obtained using the measured fieldmaps. Each acquired fieldmap
was reconstructed from a dual gradient echo sequence. First, phasenaps were com-
puted from the real and imaginary data obtained from each echo:
Inm(x, y, z)#(X, z) = arctan ,(x. y, Z) (3.1)
Re (x, y, z)
where #(x, y, z) is the phasemnap with values wrapped between 0 and 27r, Im(x, y, z) is
the imaginary component of the complex data, and Re(x, y, z) is the real component.
Second, FSL (FMRIB's Software Library) tools PRELUDE [58] and FUGUE [59]
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were applied to unwrap the phase and compute the fieldmap according to:
A#(x, y, z)A Bo =(3.2)27ryATE '
where ABo(x, y, z) is the BO field inhomogeneity, A4(x, y, z) is the difference between
unwrapped gradient echo phase maps acquired at two separate echo times (TE), ATE
is the difference in echo times, and -y is the gyromagnetic ratio. FUGUE was also
used to compute the distortion:
A y yABo(x, y, Z)Nytwell (33)
27r
where Ay is the pixel shift in the phase encode direction, N. is the number of voxels
in the y direction, and tdwel is the dwell time of the EPI sequence. Pre-processing
of the EPI data was carried out using FSL FEAT [1011: spatial smoothing using a
Gaussian kernel of FWHM 5 mm, mean-based intensity normalisation, and highpass
temporal filtering was applied. Brain extraction of the structural MR was done using
FSL BET [100]. The pixel shift map was applied to correct the distortion, and
registration of the unwarped EPI to the high resolution structural MR was carried
out using a seven degree of freedom (DOF) (rigid-body + scaling) transformation
via the FLIRT registration algorithm [61]. Correlation ratio was used as the cost
function [61, 60]. The signal loss was calculated and used for cost function weighting
(to prevent FLIRT frorn trying to achieve agreement in regions of signal dropout)
according to: /f exp(iiABo(x, y, z)TE)SL L dz , (3.4)L
where z is the through slice direction, L is the slice thickness, and TE is the echo time.
Registration without unwarping was also carried out using FEAT and FLIRT. Both
seven DOF rigid-body/scaling and twelve DOF affine transformations were applied.
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3.1.3 Segmentation of Tissue/Air Susceptibility Maps
In the first part of the FF distortion correction method structural MRI is segmented
into a tissue/air susceptibility model using a MR intensity classifier. To construct
the classifier, CT data was registered to the fieldmap magnitude image for each sub-
ject using FLIRT so the estimated fieldmaps would be in the same space as the
acquired fieldmaps for validation. The CT data was also resampled to 1xix1 mm
voxels and ROIs surrounding the head were extracted to improve the speed of sub-
sequent fieldmap estimation. The CT from both subjects was thresholded to obtain
an accurate tissue/air segmentation of the entire field of view (FOV). The tissue/air
labels and structural MR intensity values from subject 1 were used to train a classifier
that calculates the probability of tissue given MR intensity according to:
P(I; T )P(T )
P (T I Is) =_ .iIT T (3.5)P(I | T )P(T) + P(I I Tc)P(Tc)
P(Is) = P(I | T)P(T) + P(Ii I TC)P(Tc) denotes the probability a voxel is in the ith
MR intensity bin, while P(T) and P(TC) are the prior probabilities of tissue and air,
respectively. The conditional and prior probabilities were obtained from normalized
intensity histograms. The classifier was then applied to segment the structural MR
of five additional test subjects. If available, CT data for the test subject was used for
validation of the MR-based segmentation results.
3.1.4 Initial Calculation of Synthetic Fieldmaps
Initial fieldmap calculations were performed using the spatial formulation of the for-
ward model [62] described in Chapter 2, which is briefly reviewed here. In this
model, a first order perturbation solution of Maxwell's equations is estimated from a
tissue/air susceptibility model, where each voxel has an associated x1 variable that
takes continuous values between 0 (air) and 1 (tissue) corresponding to susceptibility
values of x = Xo - 6 X1, where Xo is the susceptibility of air (0.4 ppm) and 6 is the
difference in susceptibility between tissue and air (-9.5 ppm). Here, Xi is set equal
to the tissue probability map, P(T Ii) computed in Eq. 3.5.
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Figure 3-1: Unwarping using an Estimated Fieldmap Without Shim. Applying the
initial estimate of the fieldmap from the forward field model without an estimate of
the shims and other fields from anatomy outside the field of view results in a severely
distorted image.
The field calculations are implemented as a linear convolution, which is fast and
requires knowledge of only the voxel-based susceptibility model and MR field strength.
The segmentation obtained from structural MR was used as input to the forward
model to obtain an estimated synthetic fieldmap. If CT was available, a susceptibility
map was obtained from the CT, the associated synthetic fieldmap was computed using
the forward model, and the result was used for validation of the MR-based synthetic
fieldmap.
3.1.5 Registration-based Shim Estimation
Current field modeling techniques, including the one described in [62], do not account
for the shim fields that reduce BO inhomogeneity prior to fieldmap acquisition. There-
fore, in order to compare an estimated fieldmap to an acquired one, the shim fields
must be factored out of the acquired fieldmap (or added to the estimated one). Recall
from Section 2.4 that MR systems typically have a set of room temperature shim coils
consisting of the three linear gradients and five second order shims, which produce
fields based on the spherical harmonic series [27]. Each shim field consists of a baseline
value plus subject-specific offset, both of which, in principle, are known. The baseline
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Rigid Transform, T(n)
Figure 3-2: Fieldmap-Free Registration and Distortion Correction Algorithm. The
susceptibility map obtained from segmenting the structural MR, x1, is used as input
to the forward field model to obtain an initial estimate of the synthetic fieldmap. The
shim coefficients are combined with the first and second order spherical harmonic basis
functions to compute an estimate of the shim field that is then added to the initial
fieldmap. The fieldmap (with shim) is used to warp the registered structural MR
and the warped structural image is registered to the observed warped EPI data. This
is repeated until optimal agreement between the warped EPI and warped structural
image is obtained. Agreement is quantified using correlation ratio as the cost function
and the matlab fminsearch algorithm is used to search over shim coefficients. The
optimal transformation, T*, can be applied to the final estimate of the synthetic
fieldmap to register it to the warped EPI. The registered fieldmap is then used to
correct the distortion.
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(a) (b)
(c)
(e)
(d)
(f)
Figure 3-3: Fieldmap-based Unwarping and Registration. Registration of distorted
EPI (a) to structural MR (b) using a 12 DOF affine transformation results in signifi-
cant disagreement (c,d). Registration of the EPI following correction with an acquired
fieldmap produces much better results (ef). An edge strength image of the structural
MR (red) is overlaid on the registered EPI (c-f) for visualization.
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value can be obtained by calibration with a phantom; the offset is recorded in the
fieldmap Dicom header. Factoring these known values out of the acquired fieldmap
for validation purposes will still result in significant error between the estimated and
acquired fieldmaps. This is because the estimated fieldmap does not include lower
order spatial variations of the perturbation (or susceptibility-induced) field that are
caused by anatomy outside the FOV (ie. the segmentation does not include the neck
and torso). However, these neglected susceptibility fields from the body can be mod-
eled using the same low order basis functions used to model the shims. Both can
then be estimated and factored out by least squares fitting of the basis functions to
the residual map (the difference between the estimated and acquired fieldmaps).
This approach works well for validation purposes [62], but presents a problem
when the goal is to use an estimated fieldmap in place of an acquired fieldmap for
distortion correction. Then both the shims and neglected susceptibility fields from
outside the FOV are unknown and cannot be obtained from a simple fitting of the basis
functions, since an acquired fieldmap is not available. Unwarping without accounting
for shim can produce large errors as shown in Fig. 3-1. To overcome this problem,
we model the shims and lower order susceptibility fields using the first and second
order spherical harmonics and apply a simultaneous shim estimation and registration
algorithm to solve for the expansion coefficients (shim parameters), which maximize
agreement between the EPI and structural MR.
Our Fieldmap-Free registration and distortion correction algorithm is summarized
in Fig. 3-2. An initial estimate of the shim parameters was obtained from the training
data set of subject 1 using the least squares fitting method described previously.
The initial estimate of the shim fields obtained from the training data was then
added to the estimated fieldmap for the test subject and the fieldmap was masked to
exclude non-brain voxels. This synthetic fieldmap must be registered to the EPI data
before the unwarping can be done. Since the fieldmap is undistorted, but the EPI is
distorted, registration errors may result, leading to inaccurate distortion correction.
To prevent this, the synthetic fieldmap was used to warp the structural MR, which was
previously co-registered to it. This warped structural image was then registered to
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(a) (b)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 3-4: Results of the Classifier. The CT (a,e) is thresholded to produce a tis-
sue/air susceptibility map (b,f) and the TI (c,g) is segmented using the MR classifier
to produce an estimated susceptibility map (d,h). Comparison of the MR-based and
CT-based results shows good overall agreement, even in sinus regions where air/bone
segmentation is difficult.
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(c) (d)
(b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 3-5: Results of the Classifier for Additional Subjects. The T1 structural images
from three additional subjects show little signal from bone in the sinus region (a-c).
The corresponding tissue/air segmentations are shown in (d-f). The MR. classifier
recovers tissue voxels in central regions of the sinuses that are likely to be bone (CT
for these subjects was not available for validation).
the warped EPI and the process was repeated using a Matlab fminsearch algorithm
(unconstrained nonlinear Nelder-Mead direct search method) to solve for the shim
parameters (coefficients) which optimized agreement between the warped images.
Once the optimal transform was obtained, it was applied to the fieldmap to register
it to the distorted EPI and the fieldmap was used to unwarp the EPI data. Finally,
the unwarped EPI was registered to the structural MR, using 6 DOF and correlation
ratio as the cost function. All unwarping and registration was done using FUGUE
and FLIRT. All calculations were programmed and executed in Matlab 2007a on a
PC workstation running Debian Linux.
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3.2 Experimental Results
The importance of correcting distortion in EPI prior to registration is illustrated in
Fig. 3-3. Distorted EPI (Fig. 3-3a) from subject 2 is shown adjacent to the corre-
sponding structural MR (Fig. 3-3b). Attempting to register the EPI directly to the
structural MR using a 12 DOF affine transformation results in significant disagree-
ment, which is most evident in the anterior region of the brain and the ventricles
(Fig. 3-3c, Fig. 3-3d). In Fig. 3-3e, and Fig. 3-3f the EPI is first unwarped using
the fieldmap-based method described in section 3.1.2. This significantly improves the
agreement between the images, which is consistent with previously published work
on this topic [30, 53].
3.2.1 Segmentation Results
The results of the MR. classifier for subject 2 are shown in Fig. 3-4. While the CT
(Fig. 3-4a) can clearly distinguish between bone and air, regions of the skull and
sinuses have similar intensities in the MR (Fig. 3-4c), making segmentation more
difficult. Segmentation using the MR classifier (Figs. 3-4d, 3-4h), however, agrees
reasonably well with the segmented CT (Fig. 3-4b). Results for additional subjects
are shown in Fig. 3-5.
3.2.2 Synthetic Fieldmap Results
The segmentations obtained from CT and structural MR. were used as input to the
forward field model to produce a fieldmnap from the CT and an initial estimate of
the synthetic fieldmap from MR. The fieldmap computed from the segmented CT is
shown in Fig. 3-6a and the top of Fig. 3-6c, while the fieldmap from the segmented
MR is shown in Fig. 3-6b and the bottom of Fig. 3-6c. The fieldmaps show excellent
qualitative agreement. Quantitative analysis of the absolute error in the BO field
between these images is given in the table in Fig. 3-6. Subvoxel error is achieved in
85% of voxels while the Mean and 9 0 th percentile values are significantly decreased
relative to the error measurements reported by Koch et al [67].
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(a) (b)
Absolute Difference in Field Mean
CT and MR fieldmaps (voxel shift) 0.544
CT and MR fieldmaps (Hz) 6.644
Koch et al. (Hz) 12.5
(c)
Median P85 P90
0.342 0.849 1.014
4.173 10.362 12.373
23.5
P95 P99
1.331 2.650
16.246 32.351
Figure 3-6: Results of the Initial Fieldmap Estimation. The fieldmap computed from
the segmented CT (a, c-top) and the fieldmap computed from the segmented MR(b,
c-bottom) show excellent agreement. The absolute difference in the fieldmaps from
both segmentations is given in units of voxel shift in row 1 of the table and in Hz in
row 2. P90 is the 90th percentile, etc. Results of Koch et al. [67] are given in Hz in
row 3. The scale of the fieldmaps is ±200 Hz
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3-7: Synthetic Fieldmap Results from the Fieldmap-Free Algorithm. The
acquired fieldmap (a,c-top) and the synthetic fieldmap estimated from the Fieldmap-
Free registration algorithm (b,c-bottom) show good overall agreement. The scale of
the fieldmaps is ±200 Hz.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3-8: Registration Results. An edge strength image of the structural MR is
overlaid on the registered EPI (a-d). Unwarping and registration with the acquired
fieldmap is shown in (a,c). Unwarping and registration using the final synthetic
fieldmap (b,d) results in excellent agreement between the EPI and structural MR.
The optimal shim fields were estimated using the simultaneous shim estimation
and registration algorithm and added to the estimated fieldmap to produce the final
synthetic fieldmap shown in Fig. 3-7b and the bottom of Fig. 3-7c. This result can
now be compared to subject 2's acquired fieldmap, shown in Fig. 3-7a and the top
of Fig. 3-7c. While some difference between the fieldmaps can be seen in the region
closest to the air-filled sinuses, this does not result in a significant difference in the
registration results.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3-9: Results of the Distortion Correction on Additional Subjects. Registration
of EPI data to structural MR (edge strength image shown in red) for 2 additional
subjects without distortion correction shows poor agreement (a-b). Registration fol-
lowing correction with acquired fieldmaps shows good agreement (c-d). Registration
results following correction with the FF method shows agreement that is comparable
to those obtained with the measured fieldmaps (e-f).
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3.2.3 Fieldmap-Free Distortion Correction and Registration
Results
Visual inspection of the registration results (Fig. 3-8) shows equally good agreement
between the EPI and T1 using either the synthetic fieldmap or acquired fieldmap.
Quantititive comparison of the correlation ratio between the EPI and TI also sup-
ports this conclusion: a value of 0.1516 was obtained when the acquired fieldmap
was used for unwarping prior to registration versus a value of 0.1477 when the syn-
thetic fieldmap was used. The discrepancy in the fieldmaps does not translate to the
registration results because it occurs in areas in which there is severe signal loss in
the EPI. In these areas there is little to no information to drive the estimation of
more accurate shim parameters. Essentially, this region of the EPI is not sensitive
to inaccuracies in the fieldmap because much of the signal intensity was lost during
acquisition. Registration results for additional subjects are shown in Fig. 3-9.
3.3 Application to Diffusion Tensor Imaging
Acquisition of a set diffusion-weighted images (DWIs) allows diffusion tensors and
tensor-derived quantities such as fractional anisotropy (FA) and trace (TR) to be
computed and used to infer information about the underlying white matter struc-
ture in the brain. DWIs are usually acquired with an echo planar imaging (EPI)
pulse sequence that produces images degraded by Bo field inhomogeneity, eddy cur-
rent distortion and head motion. The distortion results in errors in diffusion tensors
and tensor-derived quantities such as FA. The BO distortion in EPI-based DWI can
be corrected using acquired fieldmaps but these are typically unavailable in clinical
studies. Eddy currents at acquisition time can be reduced, but not eliminated with
gradient correction schemes [43]. In the remaining sections of this chapter, we apply
our retrospective Fieldmap-Free (FF) method for Ba, eddy current and motion cor-
rection in the context of EPI-based DWI and compare it to previous work that uses
acquired fieldmaps and registration-based eddy current correction [94, 121].
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3-10: DWI Data from a single subject in the DTI distortion correction study.
Diffusion weighted images of a single subject with R/L phase encoding (a,b) and A/P
phase encoding (c,d).
Performance of the FF method is evaluated using the experimental framework
previously described by M. Wu and C. Pierpaoli et al [121]: distortion of EPI data
due to BO and eddy current effects occurs primarily along the phase encode direction,
allowing EPI data sets with different distortion conditions (determined by the phase
encode direction and polarity of the gradient waveform) to be acquired for a single
subject. Accurate unwarping of the distorted data sets should improve registration of
the DWIs to structural T2-weighted images and reduce variability across distortion
conditions in tensors, FA, and TR images for each subject.
3.3.1 Data Acquisition
Five young subjects (2 male; mean age = 35.95, range 24-48 years old) participated in
[121]. Four axial DWI data sets for each subject were acquired: the phase encode di-
rection was either anterior/posterior (A/P), or right/left (R./L), and the phase encode
gradients had a positive or negative sign that resulted in four distortion conditions in
which DWI data showed compression or expansion along the A/P and R/L axes as
shown in Fig. 3-10. Data was acquired on a 1.5 Tesla GE scanner with a single-shot
spin-echo EPI sequence: FOV = 24 x 24 cm, slice thickness = 2.5 mm, no gap, acqui-
sition matrix = 96 x 96 zero filled to 128 x 128, and 60 axial slices. Each DWI data
set consisted of 2 images with b = 0 s/mm2 and 12 images with b = 1100 s/mm2 with
different orientations of diffusion sensitization. Undistorted Ti-weighted (T1W) and
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T2-weighted fast spin echo (T2WFSE) was acquired and two gradient echo images
with different echo times were collected for BO mapping [121].
3.3.2 BO Distortion Correction using Acquired Fieldmaps
All DWI images were co-registered to the T2WFSE to correct for rigid body motion
and eddy current distortion according to the method described in [94]. Distortion
correction using the acquired Bo fieldmaps (BOM) was performed using FSL's PRE-
LUDE and FUGUE [58, 101] for comparison with FF results.
3.3.3 Fieldmap-Free Correction of BO and
Eddy-Current Distortion
A tissue/air segmentation of the T1W data was obtained for fieldmap calculation as
described in section 3.1.3. Unknown eddy current fields present in the DWIs ( b =
1100 s/mm2 ) were modeled using the same spherical harmonic basis used to model the
shim fields. The FF method that was previously shown to be effective for correcting
BO distortion in EPI-based functional data in section 3.2 was applied to correct the
distorted DWIs. Following unwarping of each DWI in its native space, rigid body
registration to the T2WFSE was carried out to allow comparison with the eddy plus
acquired fieldmap correction method described in section 3.3.2.
3.3.4 Diffusion Tensor Calculations
In a DTI experiment, local diffusion is assumed to be characterized by a 3D Gaussian
distribution, with a covariance matrix proportional to the diffusion tensor, D. The
measured signal in each voxel for a given diffusion encoding direction, gi and diffusion
weighting, bi, is modeled as:
Si = Soexp(-bjgjT Dgi) , (3.6)
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where So denotes the reference signal with no diffusion gradients applied [104, 8, 7, 66].
The diffusion tensor D is a 3 x 3 symmetric positive definite tensor given by:
Dxx Dxy Dxz
D = Dy DYY Dyz
Dxz Dyz Dzz
The eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the diffusion tensor gives
the principal diffusion direction, and a measure of the degree of anisotropy of diffusion
is given by the fractional anisotropy (FA):
FA = V3((Al - (A))2 + (A2 - (A))2 + (A3 - (A))2 ) (3.7)
where Ai with i = 1, 2, 3 are the eigenvalues of the diffusion tensor, (A) is the mean
value of these eigenvalues, and the FA E [0, 1] assuming the estimated diffusion tensor
is positive definite. Maps of the FA and trace (TR.) of the diffusion tensor were
calculated using DTIfit in FSL which estimates eigenvalues using the probabilistic
framework described in [10]. Standard Deviation (STD) maps of FA and TR across
the four distortion conditions were computed for each subject.
3.3.5 Results
Fig. 3-11 shows STD maps of FA and Fig. 3-12 shows STD maps of TR. The maps
were computed across the four distortion conditions for a representative subject using
both the FF and BOM methods. Correction using the FF method agrees well with the
BOM results, while the results without BO correction (NOC) show greater variability
around the ventricles and frontal region. The mean FA and mean TR from data
sets with FF correction are included as anatomical reference. Registration results are
shown in Fig. 3-13 for a second subject. Results of the FF method for BO and eddy-
current distortion correction agree well with those obtained by the eddy current and
acquired fieldmap correction method and show improvement over the DWI corrected
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(a) (b)
Figure 3-11: Distortion Correction Results: Standard Deviation Maps of the Frac-
tional Anisotropy (FA). The standard deviation of the FA for each subject was com-
puted across the four distortion conditions with no correction applied (b), with correc-
tion using the acquired fieldmap (c) and correction using the FF method (d) (Display
range: black = 0, white = 0.3). The mean FA image is shown in (a) for anatomical
reference (Display range: 0, 0.95).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3-12: Distortion Correction Results: Standard Deviation Maps of the Trace
(TR). The standard deviation of the TR for each subject was computed across the
four distortion conditions with no correction applied (b), with correction using the
acquired fieldmap (c) and correction using the FF method (d) (Display range: black
= 0 mm 2 /s, white = 2.0 * 10-mm2 /s). The mean TR image is shown in (a) for
anatomical reference (Display range: 0, 5.0 * 10- 3 mm2 /s)
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(c) (d)
I
(b) (c)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (1)
Figure 3-13: Registration Results for an Axial and Sagittal Slice of a Representative
subject. Registration of DWIs following BO and eddy current distortion correction
using the FF method (d,h) agree well with those obtained by the eddy plus BO
fieldmap method (c,g) and show improvement over the DWI corrected for BO but
not eddy distortion (b,f) An edge-strength image of the T1W data is shown in red
for visualization of the registration results and a Ti-weighted image is shown in (a,e)
for reference. A closer view of the results in the saggital cross-section is shown in row
3.
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(d)
for BO but not eddy current distortion. An edge-strength image of the T1W data is
shown in red for visualization of the registration results.
3.4 Conclusions
We have demonstrated a novel Fieldmap-Free EPI Fieldmap-Free unwarping and
registration algorithm. CT data was used to train an MR classifier that computes
tissue/air susceptibility maps and its performance was evaluated on new data given
only the relevant Ti-weighted MR. The segmented MR was used as input to the shim
estimation and registration algorithm to compute synthetic fieldmaps that agreed well
with the corresponding acquired fieldmaps. Registration results following unwarping
with synthetic fieldmaps showed excellent agreement with standard fieldmap-based
methods.
In addition, the FF method was applied to correct the eddy-current and BO dis-
tortion present in DWI data. The FF method reduced the variability of FA and TR
computed from DWI data obtained from four different distortion conditions, and pro-
duced results that agreed well with the eddy-current correction plus acquired fieldmap
technique (BOM) described in section 3.3.2. FF results also showed improvement over
those obtained using fieldmap correction, but no eddy-current correction.
The FF approach overcomes limitations of current unwarping strategies such as
the need for additional scan time, pulse-sequence modification, acquisition of CT
data, or knowledge of shim parameters. Results from the DTI experiment show
that the FF method provides a new technique for retrospective eddy-current and BO
distortion correction in EPI-based DWI. Therefore, this method provides a fieldmap-
free, subject-specific EPI unwarping and registration technique particularly suitable
for clinical applications and retrospective functional neuroimaging research.
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Chapter 4
Atlas-based Improved Prediction of
Magnetic Field Inhomogeneity for
Distortion Correction of EPI data
In Chapter 3 we showed that tissue/air susceptibility models could be derived from
structural MR.I by using an intensity-based classifier trained with CT. Registration of
the EPI and structural MR could be used to search over the unknown shim parameters
allowing distortion correction of the EPI that agrees well with results obtained using
acquired fieldmaps.
Variability in structural MR. acquisitions, however, may limit the efficacy of an
intensity-based classifier in cases where the MR intensity properties differ significantly
from those of the training data. In Chapter 3, CT data sets with MR. acquired on the
same scanner as the subjects of interest could be used to train the classifier, but this
may not be possible in many cases. Limited anatomical information below the brain
may also prevent accurate estimation of the perturbing field. Therefore, obtaining
more reliable susceptibility models from structural MR, is critical for retrospective
unwarping of EPI data sets that lack acquired fieldmaps. While previous results
predicting fieldmaps from structural MR have shown good agreement with acquired
fieldmaps, we hypothesized that improved segmentation methods would result in even
greater accuracy.
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In this chapter, we describe a method for atlas-based segmentation of structural
MRI for calculation of synthetic fieldmaps. First, a set of 22 whole-head CT data
sets are used to construct a probabilistic atlas of the head that provides priors on
the probability of tissue, air, and bone at each location in the anatomy. Second,
corresponding structural MR. is used to train a classifier that segments structural data
of the subject of interest into soft tissue, air, and bone. Subject-specific fieldmaps are
computed from the segmentations using the spatial formulation of the forward field
model. Finally, the MR classifier is used to obtain probabilistic bone segmentations
from structural MR that show promising agreement with segmented CT.
4.1 Methods
4.1.1 Data Acquisition
For construction of the atlas, we obtained 22 datasets consisting of CT and MRI from
three sources: the publicly available Retrospective Image Registration Evaluation
(RIRE) database (17 neurosurgery patients), the Radiology department at Brigham
and Women's Hospital (BWH) (4 neurosurgery patients) and the Zubal head phantom
(1 subject) [127]. In the RIRE data, each CT image has 27 to 34 slices, 4 mm thick,
acquisition matrix = 512 x 512, voxel size = 0.65 x 0.65 mm. The Ti-weighted MRI
was acquired on a Siemens SP 1.5 Tesla scanner. MRI for 8 of the 17 subjects has 20
to 26 axial slices, 4 mm thick, no gap, acquisition matrix = 256 x 256, voxel size =
1.25 x 1.25 mm, TE 15 nis, TR = 650 ms. Ti-weighted MPRAGE for the other
9 subjects had TE 4 ms, TR = 10 ms, acquisition matrix = 128 x 256 x 256 and
FOV = 160 x 250 x 250 mm. In the BWH dataset, the CT spanned 36 slices with 512
x 512 in-plane voxels of size 0.46 x 0.46 x 4.8 mm. 3D-SPGR MRI of these patients
was obtained: slice thickness = 1mm, TE = 3 ms, TR = 8 ms, acquisition matrix =
512 x 512, voxel size = 0.5 x 0.5 x 1 mm. The Zubal data consists of CT of the head
and neck: 1.2 mm isotropic voxels spanning 230 slices with 256 x 256 in-plane voxels,
and Ti-weighted MRI with 90 slices of thickness 0.2 cm, acquisition matrix = 256 x
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256, and 25.6 x 25.6 cm in-plane resolution.
For validation of synthetic fieldmaps computed from atlas-based segmentations,
we obtained Ti-weighted MRI and gradient echo fieldmaps of 5 subjects previously
acquired at Massachusetts General Hospital on a 3T Siemens TimTrio scanner as part
of the FBIRN multi-center FMRI study [65]. The MPRAGE spanned 160 slices, with
thickness = 1.2 mm, acquisition matrix = 256 x 256, voxel size = 0.86 x 0.86 mm,
TE 2.94 ins, and TR = 2300 ms. The fieldmaps had 30 slices, thickness = 5 mm,
acquisition matrix = 64 x 64, voxel size = 3.44 x 3.44 mm, TE1 = 3.03 ms, TE2 =
5.49 ms, TR = 500 ms.
4.1.2 Atlas Construction
Automatic segmentation of neuroanatomical structures often relies on the use of prob-
abilistic atlases [39, 110, 92, 48, 126]. These atlases are usually constructed by co-
registering collections of manual segmentations or other training data. The atlas
functions as a spatial prior to represent anatomical variability within a population
and compensate for missing information in structural MR images [126]. Although
atlas-based methods have typically been applied to the segmentation of brain struc-
tures, in this work, we construct a probabilistic tissue/air atlas from 22 CT data sets.
By incorporating spatial information into the MR, segmentation, we expect improved
tissue/air classification in regions where bone is often mis-labeled as air.
For each subject, the CT data was registered to its corresponding MR using 6
degrees of freedom (DOF) and mutual information as the cost function. The MR
was registered to standard space using the MNI152T1 atlas as the reference, 12 DOF
affine transformation and normalized correlation ratio. These transformations were
then applied to the co-registered CT. All registrations were carried out using FLIRT
[61, 60]. Tissue/air labels were obtained by thresholding the CT data in standard
space.
The wide variation in the field of view of the CT data results in highly varying
amounts of data at each voxel; in particular only the zubal phantom includes obser-
vations in the neck. Probabilistic atlases are frequently constructed by counting the
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number of occurrences of each tissue class at each voxel and normalizing the result
to obtain a probability distribution. In the two class situation, this corresponds to
Maximum Liklihood (ML) estimation of the parameter of a binomial distribution,
i.e., if k ~ Binornial(n, p), then, the ML estimate of p given observed k is # = k/n.
In the case of only one trial (n - 1), or one observation at a given voxel, this will
lead to estimates of p that are zero or one, which may be unreasonably certain (i.e.
when used as prior probability on tissue class in segmentation, these values would
dominate any amount of data in these voxels).
One way to avoid this effect, is to put a prior on p; a natural choice is the beta
distribution, which is conjugate to the binomial: p ~ Beta(a, #). (The special case
of a = 1 corresponds to a flat prior and Laplace's rule of succession). We have
chosen to use a = , = e = 0.05, and in this case, the posterior expected value of
the parameter is j - k+', which avoids, by E, the probability zero and one cases
mentioned above. In addition to the tissue/air atlas, a probabilistic atlas of bone was
obtained by segmenting bone from CT data and applying the same binomial model
and conjugate prior. This was applied to segment bone from MR, which may be
useful in other applications such as calculation of attenuation maps for absorption
correction in PET or dose calculation in radiotherapy planning.
4.1.3 Atlas-based Segmentation
Structural MR. was segmented using an MR classifier that incorporates spatially de-
pendent prior information from the probabilistic atlas and MR intensity information
(from the subject of interest) to obtain a subject-specific susceptibility model. The
classifier was trained using the CT/MR training data described in section 4.1.1, but
applied to segment MR data acquired in the FBIRN study [65]. The accuracy of
the segmentations was evaluated by comparing fieldmaps predicted from the atlas-
based segmenter to acquired fieldmaps. The fieldmaps were also compared to those
predicted using intensity information alone (ie. a spatially constant prior).
Rigid (6 DOF) registration of the FBIRN Ti-weighted data to the fieldmnap mag-
nitude data was carried out using FLIRT [61] so the predicted fieldmaps would be
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in the same space as the acquired fieldmaps for validation. The MNI152T1 refer-
ence image was registered to the fieldmap magnitude image using a 12 DOF affine
deformation model and the resulting transformation was applied to the atlas-based
probability maps. The probability of tissue given MR intensity can then be computed
by:
P(T I) P(I T)P(T | Xn)
P(I | T)P(T Xn) + P(I | TC)P(TC | Xn) '
where I denotes the ith MR intensity bin and the random variable t E {T, TC},
corresponding to labels {Tissue, Air}. The prior probabilities of tissue, P(T I Xn),
and air, P(TC | Xn), at each voxel location Xn were obtained from the co-registered
atlas. For each of the 22 TI images in the training data, the MR. was scaled according
to the parameter that minimized the Kullback-Leibler Distance to the MR. of the
subject of interest. The data that showed the minimal distance to the subject of
interest was used to compute the likelihood terms, P(Ii I T) and P(Ii | Tc), using
tissue/air labels from the corresponding CT. The posterior probability of tissue was
computed and applied to segment the MR of the subject of interest. Intensity-based
segmentation using spatially stationary priors computed from normalized intensity
histograms of the training data was also carried out for comparison to the atlas-based
approach.
Bone segmentations were obtained in similar fashion and evaluated using a 'leave-
one-out' framework in which one CT was withheld as ground truth and the remaining
CT data sets were used to construct the probabilistic bone atlas. A non-linear direct
search was performed to solve for the thresholds that maximized the similarity of the
estimated bone segmentations to the ground truth segmentation. The similarity was
quantified using the dice score, which is defined as the number of intersecting voxels
divided by the average number of voxels in each volume; a value of 0 indicates the
volumes have no overlapping voxels and a value of 1 indicates they are exactly the
same [34, 74].
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4-1: Results of the Atlas Construction. Sagittal views of the tissue/air atlas
(including both soft tissue and bone) is shown in (a) and the atlas showing the
probability of bone is shown in (b). The corresponding axial views are shown in
(c) and (d), respectively. The probability maps account well for variability across
subjects in the brain and upper head region. In the more inferior regions of the head
and neck, only a single observation from the Zubal CT was available. The intensity
scale is [0, 1].
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4-2: Results of the Segmentation. The Ti-weighted MR for a representative
subject is shown in (a). The tissue probability map computed using the intensity
classifier (b) shows misclassification of voxels outside the sinus region where intensities
are low in MR. Using the atlas-based classifier significantly reduces these errors while
adequately resolving much of the subject-specific sinus anatomy (c).
4.1.4 Fieldmap Estimation
Synthetic fieldmaps are predicted from the atlas and intensity-based segmentations
using the spatial formulation of the forward field model described in detail in Chapter
2. In this model, a first order perturbation solution of Maxwell's equations is calcu-
lated from a tissue/air susceptibility model, where each pixel, X1, takes continuous
values between 0 (air) and 1 (tissue). The Xi labels were set equal to the posterior
probabilities, P(T | 1I), and used to compute subject-specific fieldmaps.
Current field modeling techniques, including the forward model used here, do
not account for the shim fields that reduce the Bo inhomogeneity prior to fieldmap
acquisition. In order to compare an estimated fieldmap to an acquired one, the shim
fields must added to the predicted fieldmaps. Since the shim coils are manufactured
to produce fields based on a spherical harmonics expansion [27], they can be modeled
using the set of first and second order spherical harmonic basis functions in cartesian
form. In addition, a global scaling of the predicted fieldmap must be estimated
since the model assumes the magnetic susceptibility throughout the brain (Xt ~
-9.1 x 10-6) is constant [62], but this may not be accurate near bone interfaces where
both partial volume effects and mis-estimation of segmentation values are most likely
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to occur. Furthermore, the perturbing fieldmaps are calculated assuming a perfectly
homogeneous B0 field, which cannot be achieved in practice due to constraints on
the hardware. The fieldmap scaling and shim parameters, 0, can be obtained by
least squares fitting to the acquired fieldmap: 0 = arg min [B - AO] 2 where A
0
[B, Si, S2, ... , S8]. The column vectors B, B, and Si, represent the acquired fieldmap,
predicted fieldmap, and shim basis functions, respectively. Once these coefficients are
known, the predicted fieldmap with shim, B, - AO, can be compared to the acquired
fieldmap.
4.2 Experimental Results
4.2.1 Results of the Atlas Construction
The results of the atlas construction are shown in Fig 4-1. The atlas contains two
volumes: a map of the probability of tissue (where tissue includes both soft tissue and
bone) and a map of the probability of bone. From these volumes the probabilities of
soft tissue, bone, and air can be obtained for each point in the field of view (FOV).
The probability maps successfully capture the anatomical variability across subjects
in the brain and superior head. In the inferior parts of the head and neck, only a single
observation from the zubal CT was available, corresponding to a P(T | hI) ~ 0.9545
and the choice of a = # = E = 0.05 as described in Section 4.1.2. The atlases shown
in Fig. 4-1 can then be used as priors in the segmentation of structural MR.
4.2.2 Segmentation Results
Results of atlas-based segmentation of structural MR is shown in Fig. 4-2. Fig. 4-2a
shows Ti-weighted MR of the sinus region. Fig. 4-2b shows the limitations of using
the intensity classifier to segment the MR. While it produces reasonable results for
many of the voxels in the sinuses, voxels outside this region which are clearly soft
tissue or bone are mislabeled with values close to zero (ie. in the eyes). In contrast,
using the atlas-based segmenter (as shown in Fig. 4-2c) achieves similar results for
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Figure 4-3: Results of the Fieldmap Estimation. Predicted and acquired fieldmaps
for subjects 1-5 are shown in rows 1-5 respectively. Fieldmaps predicted using the
intensity classifier (column 1) show significant differences relative to the acquired
fieldmaps (column 3), while those computed from the atlas-based segmentation show
improved agreement (column 2). The scale of the fieldmnaps is +100 Hz.
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the highly variable subject-specific anatomy within the sinus region, while producing
fewer errors in the surrounding area.
Difference in Field (Hz) Mean P80 P85 P90 P95 P99
Subject 1 8.8 12.2 15.0 19.8 31.0 69.1
Subject 2 8.2 11.7 14.2 18.3 27.4 59. 8
Subject 3 8.4 12.3 15.1 19.3 27.6 54.6
Subject 4 9.0 12.7 15.7 20.3 30.2 72.6
Subject 5 6.5 8.8 11.0 14.8 22.9 50.1
Koch et al. 12.5 23.5
11intensity 10.0 14.1 17.5 23.2 34.9 74.8
1atlas 8.2 11.5 14.2 18.5 27.8 61.2
p-values 0.0080 0.0087 0.0081 0.0079 0.0093 0.0106
Figure 4-4: Quantitative Results of the Fieldmap Estimation. The absolute difference
between the acquired fieldmaps and the atlas-based fieldmaps are given for each
subject in the table above. 90% of voxels show differences that are less than 22.3
Hz, the bandwidth/pixel for the FBIRN EPI data. Results reported by Koch et al.
[8] for a single subject are shown, as well as mean statistics across all five subjects
for both the intensity classifier and atlas-based classifier. The atlas-based classifier
performs better than the Koch and intensity-based methods and the improvement
over the intensity method is statistically significant (all p-values < 0.05 for left-sided
paired t-test).
4.2.3 Atlas-based Synthetic Fieldmap Results
The intensity and atlas-based segmentations were used as input to the forward field
model to obtain predicted fieldmaps. The scaling and shim parameters were fit from
the acquired fieldmaps as described in section 4.1.4. The shim fields could then
be added to the predicted fieldmaps for comparison to the acquired fieldmaps as
shown in Fig. 4-3. The first column of Fig. 4-3 shows fieldmaps computed from
the intensity-based segmentations, which show significant differences relative to the
acquired fieldmaps shown for each subject in column 3. These are especially noticable
in areas that have lower signal in MR, such as in the ventricles and major sulci.
Fieldmap results from the atlas-based segmentations are shown in the second column
of Fig. 4-3 and show improved agreement with acquired fieldmaps. Quantitative
analysis of the absolute error in the BO field between these images is given in Fig. 4-4.
Since the bandwidth/pixel for the EPI data acquired in this study is 22.3 Hz, 90%
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4-5: Results of the Bone Segmentation. Segmentation of bone using the
intensity classifier (b) results in significant errors when compared with CT (a), while
the atlas-based classifier (c) shows good overall agreement
of the voxels in the atlas-based fieldmaps show subvoxel error. The mean of these
statistics across all five subjects is also shown for both the intensity (pintensity) and
atlas-based classifiers (pnlas). The intensity classifier shows a slight improvement over
the results reported by Koch et al. [67 for a single subject. The atlas-based classifier
out performs both the intensity and Koch methods. Paired t-tests comparing the
means of the intensity and atlas-based results shows this improvement is statistically
significant (all p-values < 0.05).
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4.2.4 Results of the Bone Segmentation
Results of the segmentation of bone from structural MR for a representative subject
are shown in Fig. 4-5. The CT shown in Fig. 4-5a can be easily thresholded to segment
bone from air and soft tissue. Fig. 4-5b and Fig. 4-5c show the results of using the
intensity and atlas-based classifiers, respectively. While the intensity classifier has
some success in segmenting MR, into tissue/air classes, it is much less effective in
segmenting bone (Fig. 4-5b). Inspection of the the atlas-based segmentation (Fig. 4-
5c), however, shows good general agreement with the CT, with a dice score of 0.780
for this subject.
4.3 Conclusions
In this chapter we showed that atlas-based fieldmap prediction provides results that
agree well with acquired fieldmaps: 90% of voxel shifts from synthetic fieldmaps show
subvoxel disagreement compared to those computed from acquired fieldmaps. In
addition, our fieldmap predictions show statistically significant improvement following
inclusion of the atlas. Finally, we showed that the MR classifier can be used to obtain
probabilistic bone segmentations from structural MR that show promising agreement
with segmented CT.
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Chapter 5
An Atlas-based Approach to
Quantitative Susceptibility
Mapping
In this chapter, we describe an atlas-based approach for quantitative susceptibility
mapping. We derive an inhomogeneous wave equation that relates the Laplacian of
the observed field to the D'Alembertian of susceptibility, and eliminates confounding
biasfields. Since active shims produce fields that can be modeled with a spherical
harmonic expansion, which is a solution of the Laplace equation, the effects of any
mis-set shims and remote susceptibility distributions (ie. the neck/chest) are effec-
tively eliminated by taking the Laplacian of the observed magnetic field [76, 98]. In
Chapter 2 we described how local susceptibility distributions can produce low-order
fields that may appear to be due to sources outside the region of interest, requiring
some form of regularization in the form of prior models, or atlases to obtain accurate
susceptibility estimates. In this work, we investigate two regularization strategies.
The first uses the fieldmap magnitude image as a prior on spatial frequency struc-
ture by enforcing agreement between the estimated susceptibility distribution and
magnitude data in k-space. The second enforces agreement between the estimated
susceptibility distribution and the tissue/air susceptibility atlas described in Chap-
ter 4. The performance of the first method is evaluated using phantom data. The
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atlas-based susceptibility mapping (ASM) technique is evaluated using in-vivo data
by comparison of mean susceptibility values in the thalamus (TH), caudate (CD),
putamen (PT) and globus pallidus (GP) to previously reported postmortem iron
measurements. In addition, ASM results are compared to those obtained using both
susceptibility-weighted imaging (SWI) and field dependent transverse relaxation rate
imaging (FDRI) in a study of iron accumulation in normal aging.
5.1 Methods
5.1.1 Derivation of an Inhomogeneous Wave Equation for
Susceptibility Estimation
Biasfield removal can be accomplished by application of the Laplacian to the measured
field. For discrete media, the Lorentz Corrected solution of Maxwell's equations for
the perturbing field results in the forward model given in Eq. 2.81:
B(1) X1 B( 1 + G *(XB ) *(xB
(5.1)
For notational clarity, we will omit the subscript from x1 and the factor of 47 in the
Green's function. Since Xo << 1 and assuming a main field along the z-direction,
BC ) B 0 = B_ we can begin with the simplified model:
B = Bo - * x ,(5.2)
where X is the unknown susceptibility map, and r =/x 2 + y2 + z 2 . This equation
consists of a local term, Bo(x/3), and the convolution of X with the second z-derivitive
of the 1/r distribution, where 1/r is the Green's function for the Laplacian [62].
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Eq. 5.2 can be rearranged to give:
B X 82 1B - -( *21> (5.3)
Bo 3 (9z2 r
1 82x
= * - . (5.4)
r 49z2
Using the fact that 1/r is the Green's function for the Laplacian (which we denote
here by A) Eq. 5.4 can be written:
A( - -- = - .2 (5.5)
Bo 3 8z2
Rearranging Eq. 5.5 gives:
AB AX 892X
Bo_ 3 X 9Z2 (5.6)B0  3 0z 2
1 [8 2 a2 a2-
+ - 2 2  x (5.7)3 (9X2 By2 (9z2]
This can be written concisely as an inhomogeneous wave equation,
82 a2 I 2
EX = 3AB/Bo where F = + (5.8)
&X2 1y2 C2 5t2
here E is the D'Alembertian wave equation operator with two space dimensions, x
and y, with z taking the place of time, and speed, c = 1/xv. Since X represents the
object in the scanner and needs to be specified as a continuous function of space for
application of Eq. 5.2, this makes the required convolutions analytically intractable
and therefore a discrete approximation of the object using voxels is required. The
convolution in Eq. 5.2 can then be calculated analytically for a single voxel [62],
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yielding the discrete approximation, H = * x oc atan(-), for a constant main
field along the z-direction. The single voxel solution is convolved, via 3D Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFTs), with the susceptibility map and added to the local term in Eq. 5.2
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to give the total field:
B = Bo(x - H * x) = BO, - H)*x C*x (5.9)3 3
where 6 is the Dirac delta function and C = B0 ( - H). The convolution in Eq. 5.9
can be implemented efficiently using FFTs and written in matrix form as B = KX.
5.1.2 Regularization using a Magnitude Prior in Fourier Space
Previous work has shown that MR images can be successfully reconstructed from
under-sampled observations by exploiting the sparsity of in-vivo data under various
transformations using methods from compressed sensing [80]. In susceptibility es-
timation, the forward model results in under-sampling of the data in the Fourier
domain, but we hypothesized that accurate estimates can be obtained using the
Laplacian and Li norm, which promote sparse solutions while removing external field
artifacts. Enforcing agreement of spatial frequency structure between the estimated
susceptibility map and fieldmap magnitude data provides regularization, resulting in
the optimization problem:
min F - - F s.t. W(AB - Bo < , (5.10)
X ci C2 2 3 7)1
where M represents the fieldmap magnitude image, F denotes the Fourier transform,
W is a mask of the region of interest, and ci and c2 are constants. The second
term penalizes departures from Eq. 5.8, effectively, by enforcing agreement of high
frequency phase effects while removing low order bias fields. The optimization is
implemented using Lagrange multipliers and solved using conjugate gradient.
5.1.3 Atlas-based Susceptibility Estimation
Quantifying susceptibility from MR phase data is difficult since operations that map
susceptibility to field measurements or the Laplacian of the field, such as K or E,
result in information loss due to derivitives or the presence of zeros in the Fourier
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space kernel. Using a magnitude prior to provide regularization as described in sec-
tion 5.1.2 assumes very similar spatial frequency structure between the magnitude
image and unknown susceptibiliy distribution, which may not be true for in-vivo
brain data. Probabilistic atlases are frequently used to compensate for missing in-
formation in MR data and for segmentation of neuroanatomical structures [92, 126].
In Chapter 4 it was shown that structural MR images of the head can be segmented
into tissue/air susceptibility maps using a tissue/air atlas constructed from CT data.
Voxels in the resulting atlas-based segmentation take continuous values between [0, 1]
corresponding to susceptibilities ranging from Xair , 0.4 ppm to Xtissue , -9.1 ppm.
In this section, we describe a variational approach for atlas-based susceptibility map-
ping that performs simultaneous susceptibility estimation and biasfield removal using
the Laplacian and a tissue/air susceptibility atlas. Prior anatomical information is
incorporated through the atlas-based susceptibility model.
The tissue/air atlas described in Chapter 4 is transformed from standard space
to each magnitude image by registering the standard space MNI152T1 atlas to the
subject of interest, using 12 degrees of freedom and normalized correlation ratio, and
the resulting transform is then applied to the atlas. A tissue/air susceptibility map
can be obtained from each subject's structural MR. using the atlas-based segmenta-
tion method described in Chapter 4. This prior can then be used in the following
variational method:
X* = arg min A W (AB-o -X)-1+ Mo (B- KX) +A3|Mo(x-XA) , (5.11)
where B is the observed field, BO is the main field strength, X is the unknown sus-
ceptibility map, XA is the atlas-based susceptibility prior, K is the kernel from the
forward model, and A,, A2 and A3 are constants. The first term penalizes departures
from Eq. 5.8, by enforcing agreement of high frequency phase effects, while removing
low order bias fields. Following section 5.1.2, the Li norm is used to promote sparse
solutions. To prevent noise in the acquired field map from biasing the predicted x
values, the weighting factor W is set to |ABI, where I - I denotes the absolute value.
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Voxels in W that fall within 2- are set to 0, where o is the standard deviation of the
signal in a noise region of the magnitude image. In addition, the L2 norm was also
investigated and shown to be robust to noise, with negligible loss of high frequency
structure in the estimated x maps. In this case, W can be replaced by the brain
mask, MO.
In Chapter 2, we noted that certain susceptibility distributions in the brain (ie.
those that are eigenfunctions of the kernel, K) produce fields that cannot be distin-
guished from low frequency biasfields using phase information alone, and therefore
additional modeling in the form of priors or atlases is needed to resolve this ambiguity.
In this method, term 3 penalizes large deviations from the susceptibility atlas. This
discourages the estimation of artifactual susceptibility values in regions near tissue-air
boundaries where the Laplacian may not be sufficient to eliminate the contribution
of non-local sources and substantial signal loss corrupts the observed field. In term
2, MO enforces agreement of predicted and observed fields within the brain, but devi-
ations in estimated susceptibility values outside the brain are not penalized by Term
3, allowing susceptibility values at the boundary to vary from the atlas-based prior
to account for unmodeled external field sources (ie. shims). Although the method
in [31] estimates boundary sources for biasfield removal, no prior information con-
cerning external head or sinus geometry is included, making the method less robust
to differences in implementation (ie. choice of stopping criteria), and subsequent
susceptibility estimation cannot recover from imperfections in biasfield removal. In
addition, the method in [31] may be prone to error when incomplete coverage of the
brain is acquired or in cases where the magnitude prior does not share significant
edges with the unknown susceptibility map (ie. tumor patients). The method in
[98] utilizes a Laplacian-based pre-processing method to remove external fields, but
does not provide a prior on susceptibility within the brain or modeling of internal air
spaces, which may result in estimation of artifactual susceptibility distributions. Fi-
nally, solving the partial differential equation (PDE) in Eq. 5.4 using traditional PDE
techniques would not allow priors such as XA to be incorporated into the estimation
problem, which can be easily done using the variational approach. The optimization
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in Eq. 5.11 was implemented in Matlab R2010a; given a voxel-based model of the
object, the approximation described in Section 5.1.1 was applied when computing
Ox, and the solution was obtained using standard conjugate gradient techniques.
Following estimation of the x map, the mean susceptibility in each ROI (TH,
CD, PT, and GP) from both hemispheres was calculated. The ROIs were manually
identified by an expert as described in [91]. Mean susceptibility values in each ROI
were plotted against the mean postmortem iron concentrations reported in [3]. SWI
results were computed following [91, 117]. The FDRI was filtered using a Gaussian
kernel with o = 2 mm to compensate for a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) prior to
visualization. SWI results with inverted contrast were computed by swapping the
real and imaginary components for visualization purposes only.
5.2 Phantom Experiments
5.2.1 Data Acquisition
For validation, two phantoms were constructed using Magnevist (gadopentetate dimeg-
lumine) solutions of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 mM corresponding to susceptibility values
of 0.15, 0.31, 0.62, and 0.94 ppm respectively. Samples were placed in NMR tubes 10
cm in length and 3.43 mm inner diameter, and the molar susceptibility of 0.027 cgs
units/mol Gd was used for conversion [119]. In the first experiment, a 'rectangular
phantom' was imaged: the 2.0 mM sample was placed horizontally in a rectangular
tank, transverse to the BO field. Phase maps of the tube's center slice previously
acquired by [23] were obtained: 256 x 256 pixels, FOV = 180 mm, thickness = 7
mm, TR. = 100 ms, TE = 5.0, 7.25 ms, and 10 averages. In the second experiment,
a 'cylindrical' phantom was imaged: the tubes were separated by plastic disks and
placed in a plastic cylinder 22.5 cm in length by 22 cm inner diameter and imaged
using a 3D multi-echo GR.E sequence: 128 x 128 pixels, 128 mm FOV, thickness = 3
mm, TR = 19 ms, TE = 6, 12 ms. Scanning was done on a 3T Siemens Trio MRI.
BO maps from both experiments were computed following phase unwrapping with
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 5-1: Phantom Experiments: Results of the Biasfield Removal and Suscepti-
bility Estimation. Axial cross-sections of the magnitude data for the rectangular and
cylindrical phantoms and a sagittal cross-section of the cylindrical phantom is shown
in (a). The corresponding fieldmaps, which show substantial biasfields are shown in
(b). Application of the Laplacian removes these external field artifacts (c). The final
estimated susceptibility maps are shown in (d).
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PRELUDE [58].
5.2.2 Results: K-Space Magnitude Prior on Phantom Data
Application of the Laplacian removes the substantial inhomogeneity effects in both
phantoms as seen in Fig. 5-1. In the rectangular phantom, mean estimated suscep-
tibility values for the water region and Gd tube were -9.049 and 0.6273 ppm with
actual values of -9.05 and 0.6270 ppm. In the cylindrical phantom, the reconstructed
susceptibility map allowed tubes that differed by less than 1 ppm to be clearly iden-
tified and reasonable accuracy was obtained in the presence of significant noise and
bias due to external field effects.
5.3 In-vivo Experiments
5.3.1 Data Acquisition
We obtained structural MRI and phase maps for 12 elderly subjects (74.4 t 7.6
years) and 11 younger adults (24 t 2.5 years) previously acquired by [91] on a 1.5
T GE Signa with 62 slices, 2.5 mm thick: 3D SPGR for structural imaging, TR
- 28 ins, TE = 10ms, FA = 30', acquisition matrix = 256 x 256, 24 cm FOV;
Susceptibility-weighted 3D SPGR with flow compensation for SWI and phase map
reconstruction, TR, = 58 ins, TE = 40 ins, FA = 15 , acquisition matrix = 512 x
256, 24 cm FOV [91, 46, 44]. High resolution phase maps were reconstructed from
the real and imaginary components of the flow-compensated SWI-SPGR after phase
unwrapping with PRELUDE [58]. FDRI maps collected at 1.5 and 3.0 Tesla were
calculated from the following T2-weighted sequences with 62 slices, 2.5 mm thick:
multi-shot Echo Planar Spin Echo(EPSE), TR = 6000 ins, TE = 17 ins, FA = 90',
256 x 192 inplane, FOV = 24 cm; nulti-shot EPSE, TR = 6000 ins, TE = 60 ins, FA
- 90 , 256 x 192 inplane, FOV = 24cm; 3D SPGR was also obtained at both field
strengths for registration [91]. Structural and FDRI images were rigidly registered to
the same subject's SWI magnitude image.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 5-2: ASM Results for a representative young subject. The first row shows
the Ti-weighted structural image (a) including the PT (red), GP (blue), and TH
(green), and the fieldmap (b), which shows substantial inhomogeneity. Row 2 shows
the susceptibility atlas (c), in which voxels take continuous values between [0,1] cor-
responding to susceptibility values between Xai and Xt,,e. Taking the Laplacian
of the fieldmap successfully eliminates biasfields (d). Estimates of external suscepti-
bility sources are shown in (e). The estimated susceptibility map (f) shares similar
high frequency structure with the Laplacian of the observed field while low frequency
structure is preserved by enforcing agreement with the atlas-based prior and observed
field. The intensity scale of the estimated susceptibility map is [-9.055, -9.04] ppm.
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(b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5-3: Comparison of ASM to FDRI and SWI. TI structural image (a), FDRI
(b), SWI (c) and ASM (d) results are shown for a young subject. The FDRI shows
strong constrast between ROIs and adjacent tissue, but less high frequency structure
than the SWI. The SWI retains high frequency phase effects, but indiscriminately re-
moves low order fields from both internal and external sources, resulting in artifactual
low frequency structure. ASM accurately preserves the high frequency structure seen
in SWI while showing improved estimation of low order susceptibility distributions.
The intensity scale of the estimated susceptibility map is [-9.055, -9.04] ppm.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5-4: ASM Results in Elderly Subjects. ASM results for two elderly subjects
are shown above in (b) and (d). The corresponding magnitude images are shown in
(a) and (c). The intensity scale of the estimated susceptibility maps is [-9.055, -9.04]
ppm.
5.3.2 Results: ASM
ASM results for a representative young subject are shown in Fig. 5-2. Row 1 shows
the Ti-weighted structural image (Fig. 5-2a) with regions of interest corresponding
to the PT (red), GP (blue), and TH(green), and the acquired fieldmap (Fig. 5-2b).
Applying the Laplacian to the fieldmap removes substantial BO inhomogeneities that
bias the observed field (Fig. 5-2d). The susceptibility atlas is shown in Fig. 5-2c and
estimated external sources are shown in Fig. 5-2e. The estimated susceptibility map
(Fig. 5-2f) shares high frequency structure with the Laplacian of the observed field,
while low frequency structure is preserved by enforcing agreement with additional
information provided by the atlas-based prior and observed field.
Fig. 5-3 shows structural MRI and results from FDRI (Fig. 5-3b), SWI (Fig. 5-
3c), and ASM for a representative young subject (Fig. 5-3d). The FDRI shows strong
constrast between the ROIs and surrounding tissue, but less high frequency structure
than the SWI. The SWI retains high frequency phase effects, but indiscriminately re-
moves low order fields from both internal and external sources, resulting in artifactual
low frequency structure. The ASM method accurately preserves the high frequency
phase effects seen in SWI while showing improved estimation of low order susceptibil-
ity distributions. In addition, ASM provides direct estimates of susceptibility values
rather than filtered phase proxies for susceptibility. ASM shows similar results for
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Figure 5-5: Quantitative ASM Results for Elderly Subjects. The MeantSD iron con-
centration (mg/100g fresh weight) in each ROI determined from postmortem analysis
[31 is plotted on the x-axis. The y-axes show the MeantSD FDRI (s-l/Tesla) in (a),
Mean±SD SWI (radians) in (b), and Mean±SD ASM relative susceptibility (ppm)
in (c). Mean susceptibility values from ASM show a high correlation with the post-
morten data, which agrees well with FDRI results and shows improvement over SWI
values previously reported for the same data [91].
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Figure 5-6: Quantitative ASM Results for Young Subjects. The Mean±SD iron con-
centration (mg/100g fresh weight) in each ROI determined from postmortem analysis
[3] is plotted on the x-axis. The y-axes show the Mean±SD FDRI (s- 1 /Tesla) in (a),
MeaniSD SWI (radians) in (b), and Mean±SD ASM relative susceptibility (ppm) in
(c). Mean susceptibility values from ASM show a linear correlation with postmortem
data, which is better than SWI, but not as strong as FDRI results reported for the
same data [91].
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Figure 5-7: Results of Susceptibility Estimation using Terms 1 and 3. Removing
the fieldmap agreement term from the ASM objective function (A2 = 0 in Eq. 5.11)
results in the estimation of artifactual susceptibility values and a lack of low-frequency
structure especially in brain regions near tissue/air interfaces.
two elderly subjects (Fig. 5-4).
Quantitative results from ASM and previously reported results from FDRI and
SWI for the same elderly subjects are shown in Fig. 5-5. The mean susceptibility
values (relative to Xtissue) in each ROI from all elderly subjects are plotted against
the corresponding iron concentrations from postmortem analysis (only the mean and
SD in each ROI was reported in [3]). ASM shows a high correlation with postmortem
values, which is comparable to that seen in FDRI and substantially better than the
correlation between phase and iron concentration obtained with SWI. In addition, for
the structures that we analyzed, ASM results compare favorably to the correlation be-
tween postmortem iron and susceptibility estimates in corresponding ROIs computed
from multi-angle acquisitions [98]. Quantitative ASM results for the young subjects
(Fig. 5-6) also show a linear correlation with postmortem iron measurements, which
shows improvement over SWI, but is not as strong as the FDRI results for this group.
5.4 ASM and the Dipole Field Assumption
The ASM approach described in the previous section addresses some of the limita-
tions of previous QSM techniques. These include sequential susceptibility estimation,
which may result in the calculation of artifactual susceptibility distributions in the
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(a) (b)
Figure 5-8: Results of Susceptibility Estimation using Terms 1 and 2. Removing
the atlas term from the ASM objective function (A3  0 in Eq. 5.11) results in
substantial streaking artifacts in the brain due to the effects of confounding biasfields
from external sources.
brain or mis-estimation of external susceptibility distributions, and disagreement be-
tween estimated x values and postmortem iron measurements, even in the case of
multi-angle acquisitions. The ASM method, however, also has important limitations
related to each term in Eq. 5.11 that merit further discussion. First, any low or-
der fields produced by internal susceptibility distributions will be eliminated by the
Laplacian, resulting in a loss of information. This limitation is mitigated by incorpo-
rating term two into the model, which enforces agreement between the predicted field
and the total field, but is compromised by the presence of confounding biasfields in
B. The effect of the second term can be shown by comparing the results in Fig. 5-2
to those obtained using only terms one and three (A2 = 0) as illustrated in Fig. 5-7.
The latter shows artifactual x maps that lack low frequency structure. In addition,
any Laplacian-based biasfield elimination assumes that all external sources produce
low order biasfields in the brain. This is a sound assumption for fields produced by
mis-set shim or remote sources (ie. the lungs), but may not be entirely valid near tis-
sue/air interfaces. This assumption is relaxed, however, by use of the atlas to model
the anatomical sources surrounding the brain. The second important limitation is
that a strong atlas prior is needed to prevent the estimation of artifactual internal
x distributions. The result of removing the atlas from the model (A3 = 0) results in
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(a) (b)
Figure 5-9: Estimated External Sources. The estimated external sources are shown
in axial (a) and sagittal (b) views.
the severe artifacts shown in Fig. 5-8. The atlas prior, however, may overly penalize
estimation of the sources of interest in the brain, which would not affect the slope
of the quantitative results shown in Fig. 5-5 and Fig. 5-6, but may account for an
overall under-estimation of their absolute values. Given these limitations, we describe
a modification to ASM that includes additional modeling of the external source dis-
tribution, and is based on the combined strengths of both forward models described
in Chapter 2.
Recall from Chapter 2 that the k-space formulation of the forward model assumes
the measured field is equivalent to a superposition of dipole fields, which is obtained
by truncating an expansion of the magnetic induction, B. An expression for the
Fourier transform of B can then be obtained with minimal additional assumptions,
and is given by the product of the dipole kernel in Fourier space, and the Fourier
transform of the susceptibility distribution. In practice, the kernel is computed in
Fourier space over the finite range of spatial frequencies acquired during fieldmap (or
phasemap) acquisition. Its finite extent in Fourier space implies that the susceptibility
distribution is not necessarily finite in image space; Marques and Bowtell remark that
care must be taken when computing 3D-FFTs to avoid problems due to the finite
extent of the real and k-space domains considered during implementation. More
specifically, they point out that x must be defined over a much larger field of view
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in image space than the actual region of interest [83]. Jenkinson et al, point out
that spatial formulations of the forward model are advantageous in this respect since
they can ensure the susceptibility distribution is of finite spatial extent [62]. This
suggests that the k-space formulation of the forward model may be more appropriate
for estimation of external susceptibility sources that create biasfields in the brain,
than it is for internal ones, which are of finite extent.
The spatial formulation of the forward model consists of the addition of a local
linear term that is proportional to the susceptibility and the convolution of the sus-
ceptibility distribution with a kernel computed in image space, which is based on the
Green's function of the Laplacian. The convolution is implemented via 3D-FFTs, but
the model assumes the observed fieldmap can be calculated from a voxel-based sus-
ceptibility model of finite extent. This assumption is more consistent with estimating
internal susceptibility sources. The accuracy of this forward model is sensitive to spa-
tial resolution, so that searching over a large enough field of view to accurately model
the external sources at high voxel resolutions incurs a higher computational cost (the
number of computations for N voxels is O(N log N)) [62]. The errors associated with
neglecting the higher order terms in the perturbation formulation are small ( 0.0001
ppm) compared to the errors due to the voxel-based modeling, but this can be reduced
by solving for internal sources over a high resolution FOV surrounding the brain. In
this method we exploit the strengths of both approaches and model the biasfield as
the superposition of low order spherical harmonics that satisfy the Laplace equation,
and higher order fields produced by a distribution of external dipoles. The new ASM
estimator is:
W~L B o B 0 B 2K + A~  M 2
X= arg min A W (AB - 3 OX) + B2 oext)) 2+  M0
(5.12)
where Bext = KfX* ,X , (5.13)
where W is the weighting factor from Eq. 5.11, B is the acquired fieldmap, BO
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is the main field strength, MO is a mask of the brain, and K, is the kernel from
Eq. 5.11 corresponding to the spatial formulation of the forward field model. Mac is
the complement of M0 , representing the region outside the brain. x*,, is calculated
by:
x*xt = arg min| M(B - Kf(a))|| where xi =x , (5.14)
x
where Xi is the initial estimate of the susceptibility values, which is equal to the
tissue/air atlas, XA; M is the normalized magnitude image of the brain, B is the
acquired fieldmap, and Kf is the kernel from the k-space formulation of the forward
model.
In Eq. 5.14 the external sources are initialized to the tissue/air atlas and a search
over x values is performed to find the values which optimize agreement between the
predicted and measured field in the brain. The field due to the optimal external
sources is computed and used in the second term of Eq. 5.12. By including this esti-
mate of the field from external sources in Eq. 5.12, estimating internal x values that
are eigenfunctions of K, and artifacts of the biasfield contained in B is discouraged.
Additional external sources can be estimated to recover from imperfections in the
initial estimate, but are penalized with a strength determined by A3 . By combining
the forward models with the atlas and laplacian-based modeling, a revised approach
that successfully addresses the previous limitations of ASM is obtained. We will refer
to this method as 'ASM-2K' since it incorporates both kernels.
Results of the external source estimation are shown in Fig. 5-9. Sources resem-
bling anatomy outside the brain as well as more remote distributions can be seen.
Results of ASM-2K for a representative young subject (Fig. 5-10d) show significantly
reduced background field artifacts relative to the ASM result from Fig. 5-3d, while
retaining the low frequency structure that is absent in the SWI (Fig. 5-3c). Results
for two elderly subjects are shown in Fig. 5-11 and show similar improvement rela-
tive to those in Fig. 5-4. The quantitative results in elderly (Fig. 5-12) and young
(Fig. 5-13) subjects show strong correlation with postmortem iron values in the re-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5-10: Comparison of ASM-2K to FDRI and SWI. T1 structural image (a),
FDRI (b), SWI (c) and ASM-2K (d) results are shown for a young subject. The
FDRI shows strong constrast between ROIs and adjacent tissue, but less high fre-
quency structure than the SWI. The SWI retains high frequency phase effects, but
indiscriminately removes low order fields from both internal and external sources,
resulting in artifactual low frequency structure. The relative susceptibility map esti-
mated with ASM-2K accurately preserves the high frequency structure seen in SWI
while showing improved estimation of low order susceptibility distributions. In addi-
tion biasfield removal is substantially improved relative to previous results in Fig. 5-3.
The intensity scale of the estimated relative susceptibility map is L0.2 ppm.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5-11: Results of ASM-2K in Elderly Subjects. Estimated relative suscepti-
bility maps for two elderly subjects using ASM-2K are shown above in (b) and (d).
Biasfields are effectively removed showing improvement over results from Fig. 5-4.
The corresponding magnitude images are shown in (a) and (c). The intensity scale
of the estimated relative susceptibility maps is ±0.2 ppm.
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Figure 5-12: ASM-2K Results for Elderly Subjects. The MeantSD iron concentration
(mg/100g fresh weight) in each ROI determined from postmortem analysis [31 is
plotted on the x-axis. The y-axes show the MeaniSD FDRI (s 1 /Tesla) in (a),
MeaniSD SWI (radians) in (b), and Mean±SD ASM-2K relative susceptibility (ppm)
in (c). Mean susceptibility values from ASM-2K show a high correlation with the
postmortem data, which agrees well with previous results from FDRI and shows
improvement over SWI values reported for the same data [91].
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Figure 5-13: ASM-2K Results for Young Subjects. The MeantSD iron concentration
(mg/100g fresh weight) in each ROI determined from postmortem analysis [3] is
plotted on the x-axis. The y-axes show the Mean±SD FDRI (s-/Tesla) in (a),
Mean±SD SWI (radians) in (b), and MeaniSD ASM-2K relative susceptibility (ppm)
in (c). Mean susceptibility values from ASM-2K show a high correlation with the
postmortem data, which agrees well with previous results from FDRI and shows
improvement over SWI values reported for the same data [91]. In addition these
results show substantial improvement over ASM results reported previously in Fig. 5-
6.
(a) (b)
Figure 5-14: Group Averages. Averages of the ASM-2K results for young (a) and
elderly (b) subjects show an age dependent increase in estimated susceptibility values
in sub-cortical regions known to accumulate iron in normal aging. The intensity scale
of the estimated relative susceptibility maps is [-0.1,0.25] ppm.
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gions of interest. In addition, ROI values using ASM-2K are in better agreement
with previously published values [98], than those from Fig. 5-5 and Fig. 5-6. Finally,
ASM-2K results were co-registered to standard space according to [91] and group av-
erages were computed. Mean ASM-2K results show increased contrast in sub-cortical
structures in elderly subjects, supporting an age-dependent increase in iron in these
regions (Fig. 5-14).
5.5 Conclusions
Quantifying magnetic susceptibility in the brain from the phase of the MR signal
provides a non-invasive method for measuring the accumulation of iron believed to
occur with aging and neurodegenerative disease. Phase observations from local sus-
ceptibility distributions, however, are corrupted by external biasfields, which may be
identical in form to fields from the sources of interest. Furthermore, only limited
observations of the phase are available and the inversion is ill-posed. In this chapter,
we described a variational approach to susceptibility estimation that incorporates a
tissue/air atlas to resolve ambiguity in the forward model, while eliminating addi-
tional biasfields through application of the Laplacian. Results showed qualitative
improvement over FDRI and SWI, two methods commonly used to infer underlying
susceptibility values, and quantitative susceptibility estimates showed better correla-
tion with postmortem iron concentrations than competing methods, including those
obtained using multi-angle acquisitions.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Directions
6.1 Future Directions
Given the promising results of our susceptibility-based distortion correction and quan-
titative susceptibility mapping techniques developed in this dissertation, we now con-
sider future extensions and applications of this work. In this section, we discuss a few
of these possibilities, elaborate on our preliminary work in applying ASM to calculate
susceptibility time-series from perfusion MRI, and conclude with a synopsis of the
main contributions of this thesis.
6.1.1 Calculation of Synthetic Fieldmaps for Correction of
Motion and Distortion in EPI Data
Head motion during EPI acquisition is known to present a serious confound to fMRI
analysis [64, 53, 1]. Small movements over the course of a study can lead to large
signal changes that obscure the subtle task-related differences that are being studied
[64]. To correct for this effect, most researchers co-register all EPI volumes using 6
parameter (rigid) or 12 parameter (affine) transformations prior to analysis. While
these methods improve overall alignment, they cannot correct for local, non-linear
distortions caused by BO field inhomogeneity. To unwarp the images, many researchers
use a single acquired fieldmap to compute the deformation field ('pixel-shift map') and
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Figure 6-1: Effects of Motion on Acquired Fieldmaps. (A) A fieldmap collected from
a subject at an arbitrary position. (B) A fieldmap collected after a 5' rotation to a
second position. (C) A fieldmap difference image following registration of position 2
data to position 1 data and subtraction. Field differences of up to 50 Hz can be seen
(reprinted, with permission, from [64]).
apply this to each motion-corrected EPI volume or simply compute statistics in the
warped frame and then unwarp the statistical maps prior to identifying activations.
This assumes, however, that the deformation field is constant throughout the times-
series, which is not true if motion has occured, since B0 field inhomogeneity is a
function of object position. Previous work has shown that fieldmaps acquired before
and after head rotations of 5' show field differences of up to 50 Hz, corresponding to
pixel shifts of 2 - 3 voxels (Fig. 6-1) [64]. Although this would be an unusual amount
of motion for a typical fMRI experiment, smaller movements would increase the noise
in the time-series. Also, larger motions are more common in patients and other less
compliant subjects and smaller motions become an increasingly significant problem
as field strength increases. Therefore, more accurate unwarping of the EPI data may
be possible if the time-varying deviation in the fieldmap is known.
Accurate correction of motion and distortion in EPI data is possible if synthetic
fieldmaps can be computed from a susceptibility model at each time-point. One
approach to this problem would be to estimate the orientation of each EPI volume
using standard motion-correction algorithms; segment the structural MR as described
in Chapter 4 to obtain a tissue/air susceptibility model and produce multiple copies
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Figure 6-2: Proposed Theory of Vascular Normalization in Response to Anti-
angiogenic Therapy. Tumor growth results in structurally and functionally abnormal
vasculature (b) with increased vessel permeability, diameter, and tortuosity relative to
normal tissue (a). This compromises the delivery of therapeutics and nutrients. Anti-
angiogenic therapies may initially normalize tumor vasculature (c), improving drug
delivery and reducing tumor growth, but prolonged, aggressive therapy may prune
away vessels, causing resistance to further treatment (d) (reprinted, with permission,
from [55]).
of this image at orientations corresponding to each of the EPI volumes. An initial
estimate of the synthetic fieldmap could then be computed from each susceptibility
map by applying the forward model. Unknown shim parameters and a final time-
series of synthetic fieldmaps could be computed using the registration algorithm from
Chapter 3. Finally, the fieldmaps could be applied to unwarp the EPI data, and
existing registration algorithms such as FLIRT [60] could be used to motion-correct
the unwarped EPI time-series.
A potential disadvantage of this approach is that it requires running the forward
model once for each volume, which may be time-consuming for high resolution suscep-
tibility models and long EPI time-series. The speed of the initial fieldmap estimation
step could be improved by computing the x, y, and z components of the perturbing
field produced from applying a B(O) field along either the x, y, or z direction. The re-
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sulting basis set of nine synthetic fieldmaps can be computed using the forward model
and combined with estimated rotation parameters of each EPI volume to compute
a synthetic fieldmap for each orientation [62]. This requires only nine forward field
calculations as opposed to one for each time-point.
6.1.2 Atlas-based Susceptibility Mapping of Gadolinium
Perfusion and Vessel Morphology Following
Anti-angiogenic Therapy
Dynamic contrast-enhanced susceptibility-weighted (DCS) perfusion MRI uses rapid
EPI sequences to allow maps of the cerebral microcirculation to be reconstructed fol-
lowing injection of a contrast agent. Maps of cerebral blood volume (CBV), cerebral
blood flow (CBF), mean transit time (MTT), and other paramters can be derived
from the perfusion time-series and applied to assess pathologies affecting the micro-
circulation. Clinically, CBV maps are widely used to assess intracranial mass lesions
and angiogenesis (the development of new blood vessels) [24].
More than four decades ago, Folkman et al. proposed that tumors rely on an-
giogenesis in order to grow beyond a few cubic millimeters [42, 41, 32]. Numerous
studies have since supported this theory, including one by Burger et al., who found
vascular proliferation to be the single differentiating characteristic between short and
long term survival for patients suffering from malignant astrocytic gliomas, an ag-
gressive form of brain cancer [21]. Since tumors are dependent on the formation
of new blood vessels for growth and metastasis, anti-angiogenic drugs that prevent
such growth by starving tumor cells of necessary oxygen and nutrients, should re-
duce morbidity and mortality [40]. Clinically, however, the results of anti-angiogenic
drugs have been somewhat disappointing. When administered as single agents, they
have produced only modest objective responses in clinical trials [122, 28] and overall
they have not yielded long-term survival benefits [93, 56]. When given in combina-
tion with chemotherapy, however, the anti-angiogenic drug bevacizumab (trade name
Avastin) produced an unprecedented increase in survival (5 months) in colorectal can-
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cer patients [52]; (bevacizumab is an antibody targeted against the potent angiogenic
molecule vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)) [56]. While the results in [52]
are encouraging, it's counterintuitive that combined anti-angiogenic and chemother-
apy would increase survival. Instead, one would expect that drugs designed to destroy
tumor vasculature would reduce the efficacy of chemotherapeutics that rely on trans-
port through intact vessels to reach tumor cells. Other studies, for example, have
shown that anti-angiogenic therapy can compromise drug delivery to tumors [81] and
the outcome of radiation therapy [86, 38].
Apart from increased vascularity, tumor vessels also display abnormal morpho-
logical and physiological properties; they are disordered, tortuous, and permeable
structures with increased diameters [32]. Given these abnormal characteristics and
the paradox presented by the results of combined therapy, R. Jain proposed the theory
of vascular normalization: moderate doses of anti-angiogenic agents cause normaliza-
tion of tumor vasculature, resulting in more efficient delivery of drugs and oxygen
to targeted cancer cells [55]. In contrast, high or prolonged doses of anti-angiogenic
drugs may destroy vessels sufficiently to impair drug delivery or radiation therapy,
without entirely starving tumors of blood supply (Fig. 6-2). The combination of an
anti-angiogenic agent and a cytotoxic drug, however, would increase the efficacy of
the chemotherapeutic by improving delivery through a normalized vasculature. Char-
acterizing changes in the morphological and physical properties of tumor vessels in
response to anti-angiogenic drugs is critical for further validation of this theory. It is
also essential for optimizing dosing and timing of combination therapy. Characteriz-
ing vessel morphology, however, is an arduous task that requires a biopsy followed by
histology. In addition to being invasive, biopsies suffer from sampling errors and may
not adequately capture the heterogeneity of tumor vasculature. Imaging techniques
such as PET, perfusion MRI, and contrast-enhanced CT can provide measures of
CBV and CBF, which provide an indication of overall vascularity, but tumor blood
flow is highly heterogeneous. It is not the total flow or volume, but the distribution
that is of interest [56]. In addition, these methods do not provide information about
vessel permeability, structure, or shape.
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There have been several attempts to characterize vessel morphology in more detail
using MRJ [32, 111, 109, 107, 108]. Dennie et al. showed that average vessel diameter
within a voxel or ROI is proportional to AR2*/AR2, where relaxation rates were
computed from Monte Carlo simulations of the MRI signal [32]. In an animal study,
they computed this metric from the MR signal before and after administration of a
constrast agent and results agreed well with simulations based on vessel diameters
obtained from histology. The vasculature in the simulations was modeled as an array
of randomly oriented, infinite, and impermeable cylinders. In-vivo, however, tumor
vessels are known to be highly permeable, which may weaken the correlation between
AR2*/AR2 and vessel diameter. In animal studies, a large contrast agent known as
MION (~ 40 nm) can be used to ensure vessels are impermeable to the agent [32], but
human studies are restricted to approved agents such as Gadolinium Diethylenetri-
amine Penta-acetic Acid (Gd-DTPA), which is prone to leakage. Thus, if AR2*/AR2
were used to investigate vascular normalization in humans, reduced signal attenuation
after therapy could be falsely attributed to a reduction in vessel diameter, when it
might be due simply to leakage from abnormal tumor vasculature. Other studies have
tried to measure vessel permeability (K""'n) from dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE)
MRI [109, 107, 108], but these require the use of an accurate arterial input function
(AIF) to properly model the tracer kinetics and extract permeability parameters,
which can be difficult to obtain in practice [37].
Quantitative susceptibility mapping may provide a new means for investigating
vascular normalization by providing quantitative estimates of contrast-agent induced
susceptibility differences. By quantifying susceptibility directly, QSM would avoid
many of the limitations of methods based on measurements of AR2, AR2*, and
K""'. First, unlike the method of Dennie et al., QSM does not assume vessel
impermeability and so inferences about vessel diameter drawn from susceptibility
maps would not be confounded by contrast agent leakage from the vasculature. In
addition, quantitative susceptibility maps reflect a local property of the tissue as
opposed to R2 and R2* which are a function of magnetic field perturbations that can
extend over larger distances. Second, QSM would not require estimation of the AIF,
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which complicates calculation of accurate Ktrns values. If vascular normalization
does occur post therapy, we might expect this to be reflected in QSM results in several
ways. Since normalization would reduce the total vascular space and permeability of
tumor vessels, we would expect susceptibility values in these voxels to be reduced, as
the contrast agent occupies a smaller fraction of the space per voxel and experiences
more normal flow (less leakage). Second, as tumor vessels normalize and the average
diameter decreases, the velocity of flow should increase, resulting in a more peaked
time-course of the susceptibility values as the constrast agent is able to clear the
tumor vasculature more quickly. Finally, if there is less leakage, we would expect
susceptibility values in tumor voxels at the end of the perfusion study to be closer to
their baseline values prior to injection.
To investigate whether quantitative susceptibility mapping can provide insight
into vessel morphology, DSC data from 16 patients was acquired on a Siemens 3T
Trio magnet at Massachusetts General Hospital using Gd-DTPA as the contrast
agent. Magnitude and phase data from EPI gradient echo scans was obtained:
TE = 31 is, TR = 1.5 sec, FA = 80', 100 volumes, 12 slices, thickness = 6.5 mm,
voxel size = 1.2 x 1.2, matrix = 160 x 160. Patients were scanned both before and af-
ter receiving combined anti-angiogenic therapy and chemotherapy. The data was pre-
processed: each phase volume was unwrapped using PRELUDE [58]; The MNI152T1
atlas in standard space was registered to the first volume of the magnitude data us-
ing 12 degrees of freedom and normalized correlation ratio as the cost function. The
resulting transform was then applied to the tissue/air atlas. An initial estimate of
the external susceptibility sources and corresponding biasfield was estimated for the
first volume and used for all subsequent time-points. The ASM algorithm was then
applied to estimate quantitative susceptibility maps for each time-point as described
in Section 5.4.
An axial cross-section of selected susceptibility maps from the resulting time-
series is shown in Fig. 6-3 for a representative patient. These results show increasing
susceptibility values until the peak of the bolus is reached around volume 70, followed
by decreasing susceptibility in the vessels as the agent clears the vasculature. Future
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work will focus on quantitative analysis of susceptibility differences in regions of
interest before and after anti-angiogenic therapy.
6.1.3 Atlas-based Susceptibility Mapping of Parkinson's
Disease
Current treatment of Parkinson's disease (PD) is focused on alleviating symptoms.
Although neuroprotective therapies have shown promising results in animal studies,
none have proven effective in clinical trials [73]. Berg et al. suggested one reason for
the failure of neuroprotection may be that neurodegeneration has advanced to a 60%
to 70% reduction of neurons in the substantia nigra (SN) by the time the first clinical
symptoms of PD are noticed by the patient [14, 15]. It's possible that neuroprotective
strategies would be more effective if they could be initiated before there is substantial
cell loss, which would require an ability to non-invasively detect pre-clinical markers
of disease.
Recent studies using a form of ultrasound called transcranial sonography (TCS)
have shown that hyper-echogenicity may be a valuable marker for SN injury [9, 113,
12, 141. For example, healthy subjects with SN hyper-echogenicity who underwent
fluorine 18-dopa ([18F]-dopa) PET exhibited significantly reduced [18F]-dopa uptake
in the striatum, indicating a sub-clinical impairment of the dopaminergic nigral neu-
rons [13]. The similarity in echo pattern of the SN between patients with PD and
subjects with sub-clinical impairment of the nigrostriatal system has led to the hy-
pothesis that one of the histological markers seen in PD may also be a causative
factor in the increased echogenicity seen in healthy volunteers. A study of 20 post-
mortem PD brains that included ultrasound and histopathological analysis, found a
positive correlation between iron concentration and echogenicity in the SN [14]. The
prevalence of hyper-echogenicity in PD, however, varies between 68% and 99% [113]
depending on (1) the definition of hyper-echogenicity, (2) the ultrasound machine and
quality of the temporal bone window, and (3) the experience of the investigator [14].
Given the recent success of ASM in detecting iron-dependent susceptibility effects
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Figure 6-3: Susceptibility Time-series from Perfusion Data. The scale is t 0.2 ppm.
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(c) (t = 040)
in sub-cortical regions, this method may provide a valuable means for quantifying iron
accumulation in Parkinson's patients and those at high risk for developing the disease.
If ASM could detect statistically significant differences in SN susceptibility between
patients and controls, this could be followed by combined PET/MRI studies. Such
studies could elucidate whether subjects with PET findings indicative of pre-clinical
PD also show elevated SN susceptibility values. Having a neuroinaging marker for
pre-clinical PD that does not require the use of radioactive tracers or the expertise
required for TCS could facilitate large-scale studies of healthy subjects at high risk
for PD, and hopefully advance the development of neuroprotective drugs.
6.2 Conclusions
In this dissertation we investigated two closely related problems: the calculation of
synthetic fieldmaps from tissue/air susceptibility models for distortion correction of
EPI data, and the estimation of quantitative susceptibility maps from the inversion of
measured fieldmaps. Correcting the distortion in EPI data is necessary for obtaining
accurate registration to structural images, which is a fundamental problem in surgical
planning, MR-guided intervention, and functional neuroimaging studies. We were
interested in computing synthetic fieldmaps for distortion correction since fieldmap-
based techniques have been shown to improve registration results and the accuracy
of subsequent EPI analysis. Fieldmaps, however, are often not available in clinical
studies since they require additional scan time. In addition, acquisition of a single
fieldmap may not be sufficient for correcting distortion in EPI time series in which
there are motion or respiration effects that cause substantial changes in the field
during acquisition.
The calculation of synthetic fieldmaps required solving two related sub-problems:
the segmentation of tissue/air susceptibility models from structural MRI and the
estimation of unknown shim parameters. Computing accurate tissue/air susceptibil-
ity models was neccesary to obtain initial fieldmap estimates using existing forward
models. These fieldmnaps, however, cannot be applied directly for distortion correc-
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tion without an estimate of the shim fields present during EPI acquisition. Both
sub-problems were addressed in Chapter 3, and the segmentation methodology was
developed further in Chapter 4. In Chapter 3, segmentation experiments showed
promising results when an intensity-based classifier was trained with CT and corre-
sponding structural data was obtained on the same scanner as the distorted EPI of
the subjects of interest. We developed a novel registration algorithm for estimating
unknown shim parameters and obtained final synthetic fieldmaps that agreeded well
with measured fieldmaps. Corresponding distortion correction and registration re-
sults were also comparable to those obtained with measured fieldmaps, as shown in
both fMR.I and DTI studies. In Chapter 4 we constructed a tissue/air/bone atlas to
serve as a prior on susceptibility values and obtained improved segmentation and syn-
thetic fieldmap results, showing that the classifier generalized well to data acquired
at a separate site.
After addressing the problem of susceptibility-based calculation of synthetic field-
maps for distortion correction of EPI data, we became interested in the inverse prob-
lem of estimating susceptibility differences in the brain from measured fieldmaps.
This work was motivated by increasing evidence of iron accumulation in specific
brain regions due to neurodegenerative disease and normal aging. In Chapter 5, we
approached this problem by inverting the spatial formulation of the forward model,
which resulted in an expression relating local susceptibility sources to the Laplacian
of the observed field and eliminated low frequency biasfields. Inversion of the k-space
formulation of the forward model coupled with the use of a tissue/air atlas provided
an initial estimate of external biasfields, that allowed for regularization of the suscep-
tibility inversion. This atlas-based susceptibility mapping algorithm showed excellent
results when validated against postmortem iron measurements reported in the liter-
ature and FDRI collected on the same subjects.
In conclusion, this thesis makes several contributions to the field of medical image
analysis. We presented a novel atlas-based classifier for segmentation of structural
MRI to obtain tissue/air/bone susceptibility models. We developed a registration
algorithm for estimating unknown shim parameters, calculating synthetic fieldmaps
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from tissue/air susceptibility models, and correcting distortion in EPI data. We de-
rived a wave equation relating the D'Alembertion of susceptibility to the Laplacian of
the observed field, which eliminates low frequency biasfields due to external sources.
Finally, we developed an atlas-based susceptibility mapping technique, which uses a
tissue/air atlas to resolve ambiguity in the spatial formulation of the forward model
and incorporates Fourier-based modeling of external susceptibility sources. ASM-
2K results correlated strongly with postmortem iron measurements and showed an
age-dependent increase in susceptibility in sub-cortical brain regions. These results
suggest that ASM-2K provides a valuable, non-invasive method to quantify iron ac-
cumulation in the brain, which may provide insight into the role of iron in the patho-
physiology of neurodegenerative disease.
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Appendix A
The Fourier Transform of 1/r
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In this appendix, we show that F{}} = . This is obtained using the radial
Fourier transform, which is defined in terms of a Hankel transform; therefore we start
with the definition of the Hankel transform. The following derivation is summarized
from [36]. More detailed descriptions can be found in [2, 102].
A.1 The Hankel transform
A function, g(r), has a Hankel transform, gv(k), given by:
I(k) = Jv(kr)g(r)rdr . (A.1)
The Bessel function, Jv(kr), is defined as:
Jv(kr) (kr)v e -ikr cos(O)sin(O) 2vdO , (A.2)
where,
2r(2v+l)/ 2
F((2v + 1)/2) . (A.3)
A.2 The Fourier transform in n-dimensions
The Fourier transform in n-dimensions is given by:
f(k) = J eikx f(x)dx , (A.4)
where f is a function on R', x = (x, y, z) and in the case of MRI, the components of
k are given by kx(t) = ' f Gx(t) dt, ky(t) -y f Gy(t) dt and k,(t) = - f Gz(t) dt.
The function of interest, f(x) = 1/ /(x 2 + y2 + z2 ) = 1/r is a radial function
since it depends only on the distance of the point x from the origin [2]. If we let
k, = (k2 + k2 + kz), then f(x) and f(k) can be replaced with F(r) and F(kr),
respectively, which are functions of one variable.
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A.3 The radial Fourier transform
The Fourier transform of a radial function in n-dimensions is given by:
(27r)I 27-2F(kr) = (_2 J.-2(kr)r 2 F(r)rdr
kr 2 02
For n = 3, the Bessel function, J- 2 is given by:2
Ji(krr) (kr)2 27r
(27r) 2
(k, r) 21si
J7re- ikr sin(O)sin(O)dO
n(krr)
(27)- krr
If we substitute Eq. A.7 back into Eq. A.5 and set F(r) = 1/r, we obtain:
(27r) 2F(k,) = i
k 0
sin(kr) i(k,r) (27r) 12s r r- rdr (A.8)
(A.9)= 2? sin(k,)dr
k, o0
where f0O sin(kr)dr is a Fourier sine transform with f(r) = 1, which is equal to 1/k,
[95]. Substituting this into Eq. A.9, gives:
F(kr) =
r
47.
k2 k+ k2= * z
(A.10)
(A. 11)
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(A.5)
(A.6)
(A.7)
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